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Abstract

Returns to higher education can reflect either an increase in human capital or job
market signalling. In this paper, I isolate the human capital resulting from higher edu-
cation, capitalizing on a distinctive feature of Norway’s implementation of the Bologna
reform. Students who enrolled in 1999 inadvertently acquired more human capital com-
pared to those who enrolled in 2000, despite earning identical degrees. This anomaly,
two sets of graduates with identical degrees, of which one has more education, allows
me to answer a key question concerning investment in higher education. How much
does an increase in human capital increase an individuals’ earnings, in the absence
of self-selection and signalling? I use rich longitudinal register data to estimate re-
turns to university-acquired human capital. 15-20 years after first enrolling, receiving
reform-induced human capital leads to gaining 1.5 percentile ranks in the earnings
distribution. While I can rule out negative effects, the precision of the estimates does
not allow me to distinguish between moderate and large effects. Using a novel 3-step
cross-fit test-and-select estimator exploiting first-stage heterogeneity reduces standard
errors by 16%. Human capital increases long-run earnings potential even when em-
ployers cannot observe it directly, but degrees matter when first entering the labor
market.
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1 Introduction
Higher education pays. The premium may reflect self-selection, returns to signalling and

returns to human capital. Whether human capital or signalling drives the returns to higher

education matters for education policy. Governments may wish to subsidize higher education

more when human capital plays an important role. This paper answers the question how

much human capital contributes to the returns to higher education.

Separately identifying the human capital or signaling component in the returns to higher

education is a long-standing empirical challenge. The two most prominent theories about

returns to higher education predict higher wages for highly-educated individuals. Human

capital theory, as introduced by Becker (1962) and Mincer et al. (1974), argues that higher

education increases productivity by improving human abilities. Signaling theory, as formu-

lated by Spence (1973) and Arrow et al. (1973) challenges this: high-ability individuals may

signal their type through degrees in higher education, and employers pay higher wages ac-

cordingly. When job market signals and acquired skills co-vary, neither the returns to human

capital nor the returns to signals can be identified. University degrees, which certify higher

education, entangle the variation in students’ acquired human capital with the signalling

effect of their degrees in the job market. Studies that leverage exogenous variation in human

capital remove students’ signaling intentions. Yet, employers observing the degrees they earn

as a result of induced human capital may still consider the degree as a signal. To isolate

human capital effects, additional human capital should be exogenously induced while not

resulting in higher-level degrees. The 2003 Bologna reform in Norway presents such a case.

The reform was a Europe-wide harmonization of higher education systems. Transition

cohorts experienced as-good-as-random encouragement of different length of education while

earning the same types of degrees. In Norway, the 4-year undergraduate degree was shortened

to a 3-year bachelor. In 2003, accordingly, students who had enrolled in 1999 were about to

earn the “old” undergraduate degree; they had accumulated 4 years’ worth of study credits.

But the Bologna reform was introduced with retroactive effect. The 1999 cohort was thus

given the new bachelor’s degree. Students enrolling in 2000 were likewise planning to earn

the “old” undergraduate degree. By 2003, they had accumulated only 3 years’ worth of

study credits - which, with the reform, also sufficed for a bachelor’s degree.

A comparison between the 1999 and 2000 enrollment cohort identifies variation in human

capital. The 1999 cohort spent up to one year longer at the university and accumulated more

study credits; its level of human capital is higher. Neither cohort knew about the future

Bologna reform, which allows me to rule out self-selection into cohort. Both cohort had
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wanted, and eventually received, the same degrees. Neither their choices nor their final

bachelor’s or master’s degree differ. If there are differences between these two cohorts’

later earnings, they would, plausibly, derive not from self-selection nor signalling, but from

returns to human capital. Comparing cohorts’ earnings in calendar time captures the double

advantage of the 1999 cohort; not only do they receive more education, they also have an

additional year to build a career. In any calendar year, 1999 cohort students are on average

one year older and had one additional year to complete their studies or gather experience.

In the main specification, I account for the advantage of earlier enrollment using the 2001-

2002 cohort pair. Unlike the 1999-2000 cohort pair, students in 2001-2002 cohorts do not

differ in how long they took to complete their studies. All four cohorts obtained the same

degree types – the new Bologna reform’s bachelor’s and master’s degrees. Consequently,

I can employ the 2001-2002 cohort as a placebo group and estimate a quasi-difference-in-

difference design. This involves measuring earnings in calendar time for each cohort pair but

estimating differences relative to the enrollment year of the older cohort within each pair.

In an alternative specification, I estimate a 2SLS in an event study fashion. Instrumenting

study duration with enrollment cohort, I measure outcomes of the 1999 and 2000 cohort in

time since enrollment, rather than in calendar time.

During the first 10 years after enrollment, earnings are not significantly affected by the

amount of university-acquired human capital. Pre-enrollment, not-yet-acquired human cap-

ital does not predict earnings, underscoring that selection is not a concern. While studying,

earnings remain comparable, suggesting that partially acquired human capital does not sig-

nificantly impact part-time employment income, as pursued by students while studying.

Around the typical graduation period, returns on university-acquired human capital tend

to be marginally negative. This reflects the opportunity costs associated with prolonged

university education compared to entering the job market sooner. Approximately a decade

after enrollment, when about 80% of the sample has completed their studies, returns on

university-acquired human capital become positive.

In 15 to 20 years post-enrollment, being part of a cohort that receives, on average, an

additional 3.5 months of education results in a 1.5 percentile-rank increase in earnings.

The confidence intervals’ width suggests potential gains ranging from as low as 0.25 to as

high as 2.7 ranks. While this allows me to rule out negative effects of university-acquired

human capital on earnings, the upper bound lacks precision. The same qualitative pattern

of earnings over time emerges using the event study 2SLS specification, with long-run gains

of 2.6 ranks per additional year of education, albeit non-significant at conventional levels.
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The main specification estimates opportunity-cost adjusted returns to acquiring extra human

capital, where I do not control for experience (less experience due to longer study time is part

of the causal effect). However, controlling for experience is fairly common in the literature

(Arteaga, 2018; Carneiro et al., 2011) and identifies the partial effect of more education

under very strong assumptions. Estimating this benchmark increases estimates by 10-20%

relative to the baseline specification, and returns to human capital become significant earlier

in a students’ or graduates’ career.

Overall, these findings suggest that university-acquired human capital pays off even when

candidates do not get a degree that shows their extra studies. While signalling may still play

a part, employers appear to learn about and eventually compensate for non-certified skills.

This is all the more remarkable because the majority of students in the sample earn a master’s

degree in the end, masking potential differences in their course of study for their bachelor’s.

In contrast to studies where students receive certified extra education, it takes a lot longer

for earnings benefits to materialize, in line with the findings of Arcidiacono et al. (2010).

This paper contributes to four literatures. Firstly, several studies attempt to separately

estimate either the signaling or the human capital component in returns to education.

Arteaga (2018) estimates the human capital component in returns to the economics and

business degree at an elite university in Colombia. I expand on this analysis by incorpo-

rating a large number different degrees from different universities, exploring how returns to

university-acquired education evolve over time and offering an empirical rather than theoret-

ical approach to self-selection. Adapting my specification to Arteaga’s strategy, estimating

partial returns and using log earnings as the outcome, I obtain comparable albeit somewhat

lower estimates. Targeting the signaling component, Clark and Martorell (2014) find little

evidence for high school diplomas acting as a signal, while Tyler (2003) finds some signaling

returns to the GED. Both studies were designed to eliminate the variation in human capital

to isolate the signaling effect of educational credentials. My research serves as a complement

to these studies, isolating instead the returns to human capital. Bedard (2001) makes a

theoretical argument that limited access to universities increases pooling at the high school

level in a signaling model and measures educational choices in the data. By focusing on

higher education rather than schooling, I illuminate further the relation of human capital

and signaling in an educational area with more individual choice.

Secondly, there is an immense body of literature estimating the returns to higher edu-

cation. I contribute to this literature by investigating what drives these returns, focusing

on the human capital mechanism. Many studies in this literature estimate the returns to a
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specific certified unit of education. Using distance to college (Carneiro et al., 2011; Brandi-

marti, 2023), admission thresholds (Kirkeboen et al., 2016; Hastings et al., 2013; Bleemer

and Mehta, 2022), or lotteries (Ketel et al., 2016) as an instrument or at a discontinu-

ity, these studies estimate the returns to attaining specific degrees, levels of education, or

completing different fields of study. The estimated returns may reflect university-acquired

human capital, employers’ perceptions about the costs of completing of a particular course

(signal), monopoly or licensing rents for some occupations and the match between a candi-

date and their program of choices. While taking care of selection, these studies identify joint

variation in human capital and acquired degrees. Isolating the university-acquired human

capital component in the returns to higher education enriches the findings in this literature

by shedding light on the mechanisms that reward higher education.

Thirdly, my works contributes to the literature on employer learning. Farber and Gibbons

(1996) and Altonji and Pierret (2001) argue that employers use schooling to form expecta-

tions about candidates productivity. If employers learn the candidates true productivity over

time, the signaling contribution to the returns to schooling should diminish. Lange (2007)

uses their framework, observing that returns to signaling depend on the speed of employer

learning, possibly asymmetrically (Schönberg, 2007). This literature makes strong assump-

tions on workers discount factor and employers speed of learning and estimated bounds on

the return to signalling depend on these parameters. Recent work by Aryal et al. (2022)

relaxes this assumption, deriving learning speed from the difference in IV estimates to the

returns to schooling when the employer have information about whether schooling was cho-

sen or induced. This literature shows that employers learn quickly about candidate ability,

leading to limited returns to signaling. In this study, there are no returns to signaling be-

cause degrees do not differ. However, I find that employers learn slowly about non-certified

human capital. This result, when considered in the context of the employer learning liter-

ature, suggests that signaling returns might decrease faster than currently estimated. This

is because the returns on human capital are not immediate but unfold over time, while the

employer learning literature assumes that employers observe human capital from schooling

instantaneously.

Finally, there is a growing literature on dealing with low compliance, and the resulting

problems with weak instruments and the variance of the 2SLS estimator (Abadie et al.,

2023; Hazard and Löwe, 2022; Coussens and Spiess, 2021). Students in this study progress

at different rates, making some too fast or too slow to be affected by the Bologna reform. This

leads to moderate overall adherence to the reform. While simple testing on the strength of
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the first stage is practiced in applied work (Stephens and Yang, 2014), this introduces bias in

the 2SLS estimates and invalidates inference. Interacting the instrument with the covariates

that predict compliance gives consistent estimates of a weighted average of LATEs but

puts disproportionately large weights on subgroups with high compliance (Huntington-Klein,

2020; Abadie et al., 2023). Hazard and Löwe (2022), propose a novel 2-step cross-fit test-and-

select estimator, where first-stage testing and estimation are performed on different partitions

of the data, each grouped by covariates. I use a modified version of this approach with a

3-step cross-fit procedure, suited for cases where the covariates determining compliance are

not grouped in categories. In my case, students’ study speed is continuous, with theoretical

reasons to expect low compliance in both tails of the distribution. I optimize cut-offs with

respect to different measures of study speed on a separate partition of the data before

applying the test-and-select estimator. Using this procedure reduces standard errors by

16%.

The paper, below, is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the Bologna reform and

how it affected transition cohorts’ length of education and degree types. Section 3 con-

structs the baseline sample, targeting students that may experience the Bologna reform.

I show balancing of the treated cohorts and argue why the timing of enrollment and re-

form announcement made it impossible for students to select into treatment. Section 4 lays

out the empirical strategy; this includes defining the parameter of interest, introducing the

placebo quasi difference-in-difference main specification, and applying a cross-fit test-and-

select method to improve efficiency for 2SLS estimation. Section 5 reports estimates for the

short- and long-run returns to university-acquired human capital. Section 6 extends to par-

tial returns, addresses some students receiving the old degree types through estimating their

counterfactual earnings using non-parametric bounds and discusses monotonicity concerns.

Section 7 consists of my conclusion.

2 Background
In 1999, 29 European nations initiated the Bologna Process, a comprehensive plan to

standardize and unify higher education across Europe. They aimed to align university cur-

ricula, credit systems, and degree structures to ensure comparability. The goal was to

enable students to transfer seamlessly among European universities and to ensure that grad-

uates’ degrees are recognized across Europe’s job market without question. All participating

countries committed to introduce bachelor’s and master’s degrees as the principal academic

qualifications.

When Norway adopted the bachelor-master system, this changed the duration of higher
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education cycles in Norway. Before the reform, students in Norway could enroll in a

cand.mag.1, the undergraduate degree and then continue with a hovedfag2, the postgrad-

uate degree. The cand.mag. was expected to last for 4 years in the social sciences and

humanities, and 3.5 years in the natural sciences. When adopting the Bologna reform, the

bachelor replaced the cand.mag. degree. This reduced the expected duration of an under-

graduate degree from 4 - or 3.5 years in the case of natural sciences - to 3 years. Similarly,

the master replaced the hovedfag, the postgraduate degree. Both the previous and the new

postgraduate degree programs were standardized to a 2-year duration of study, resulting

in no change to the duration of postgraduate studies. To sum up, Norway replaced a 4+2

higher education system with a 3+2 higher education system.

Despite the Bologna reform, several study programs remained unaffected. To begin

with, Norwegian degrees in fields like nursing and engineering had already adopted a 3+2

structure prior to the Bologna reform. Additionally, professional degrees, such as medicine

and psychology, retained their original study structure. In total, approximately 50 academic

degrees were replaced due to the reform. Affected degrees were taught at one of the four

large universities, while degrees at the community colleges3 remained largely unaffected. For

this reason, I restrict the sample to university students.

Norway implemented the Bologna reform rigorously and wholeheartedly. While some

countries delayed introducing the new degrees and granted numerous exceptions, Norway

followed the Bologna declaration to the letter. Starting with the implementation in the fall

semester of 2003, students faced a completely overhauled curriculum, with changes both in

didactic set-up, course structure, and exam frequency. Even students that enrolled before

the reform in 2003 were subject to the reform. No matter when students had initially

enrolled and which old degree they might have qualified for, from July 2003 all Norwegian

universities awarded the new degrees as a general rule. I concentrate exclusively on the

retroactive implementation of the Bologna reform; this consitutes the centerpiece of my

1Short for candidatus magisterii/candidata magisterii. Available since 1959, initially directed towards
teachers, this became the necessary undergraduate degree before beginning with a higher level degree. This
degree could be earned in the humanities, social sciences, natural sciences and even across faculties.

2Umbrella term for postgraduate degrees, including cand.philol. for languages, cand.polit., cand.sociol.,
og cand.oecon. in the social sciences and cand.scient. for natural sciences

3The Norwegian higher education system consists of universities and “høykoler”. These could be trans-
lated as regional or community colleges. They typically offer degrees in a particular direction, technical or
social, and are more applied and less research-oriented than universities. The bulk of courses taught at com-
munity colleges are undergraduate degrees but they also offer some graduate degrees. Pre-Bologna, many
degrees offered at the community colleges were standardized to two or three years of study. Although some
few degrees were reformed in the same way as university degree, they constitute a negligibly small share.
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1999 2000 2001 2002 2003

1999 cohort
enrolls

2000 cohort
enrolls

4 years of study

3 years of study

Bologna reform:
only bachelor

available

Figure 1: Stylized effect of the Bologna reform on study time across cohorts

identification strategy. Examining pre-Bologna enrollment cohorts allows me to isolate the

returns to induced study duration, without interfering effects from curriculum changes and

study practices that took effect for cohorts enrolling after the Bologna reform.

When Norwegian universities enacted the Bologna reform retroactively, they generated

exogenous variation in the amount of human capital for already enrolled students. Students

who enrolled in the years before the Bologna reform planned to earn a cand.mag. degree,

possibly followed by a hovedfag degree. I first describe the stylized case where students

progress at the rate educational programs were normed (60 study credits/year), see Figure

1, before turning to factual progression rates and their consequences for exposure to the

reform. The cand.mag. degree was normed to 4 years of study. Students enrolling in 1999

were about to earn their cand.mag. in 2003 and had accumulated 4 years’ worth of study

credits. Because of the retroactive implementation of the Bologna reform, they did not

receive their cand.mag. but were instead awarded a bachelor degree if they had collected

sufficient credits from July 2003 and onwards. Students enrolling in 2000 were likewise

planning to earn a cand.mag. degree. By July 2003, they had accumulated 3 years’ worth

of study credits. Since a bachelor requires three years’ of study credits, they had no reason

to collect additional study credits.

Comparing students from the 1999 enrollment cohort and 2000 enrollment cohort iden-

tify exogenous variation in human capital. The 1999 cohort spends up to one year longer

at the university and accumulates more study credits, acquiring a higher level of human
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capital. With enrollment into the same programs long before the Bologna reform and the

same degrees (signals) available at graduation, neither their choices nor final degree contain

any information that could serve as a signal to employers. If employers reward this extra

education in the labor market, it must be because the 1999 students are more productive

due to the extra courses they took and not because they signal ability through their choices.

1999 2000 2001 2002 2003
European events

Events in Norway

19 June 1999
Bologna declaration signed

1 July 2003
Bologna reform implemented

26 February 2002
Earliest info for students (UiB)

5 October 2001
Earliest letter from education ministry to universities

8 May 2000
First report to parliament

Figure 2: Timeline of the Bologna reform and it’s implementation

Until February 2002, students were unaware of the Bologna process, see Figure 2 above,

and even then, information was incomplete. This absence of information rules out selection

into the 1999 and 2000 cohort and minimizes opportunities for students to change course

choices in response to the reform. European states signed the Bologna declaration in 1999.

At this stage, Norwegian authorities had not decided how to transform the general intentions

stated in the Bologna declaration into national law. In October 2001, the Ministry of Ed-

ucation notified the universities that a reform of the higher education system was to come,

but important details such as the introduction date were missing, see Quotes2 and 2 below.

As late as 2002 – when the University of Bergen took up the issue with their students – the

reform date was not decided. The following exchange between a student and the university

administration is the earliest official communication about the reform between any university

and their students. It shows considerable uncertainty around the introduction date of the

reform, even for students that enrolled after 1999 and 2000:

Question: What will happen to students who were admitted to the University of Bergen
in the fall semester 2001, and who decided to enroll in exphil/exfac. [shared introduc-
tory course covering philosophy and research ethics] in the first semester? What degree
will they receive? Are they cand.mag. students or are they bachelor students? Can
they choose their degree?
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Answer: The letter on the 05.10.01 from KUF [the Ministry of Education and Research]
states: “All those who satisfied the requirements for the cand.mag. degree up to the
time of introduction shall have this degree. Everyone who satisfies the requirements for
the bachelor’s degree from the time of introduction will become a bachelor. There won’t
be the opportunity to receive both a cand.mag. and a bachelor degree. Students who
have completed three years’ worth of studies without fulfilling a bachelor degree will be
allowed to fulfil a cand.mag. in a transition time of up to two years.” The essential
question becomes: When is the introduction date? For the time being, students who
enrolled [in the fall 2001] should be regarded as cand.mag. students, but the moment
the introduction date is set, the students must relate to the above.

Åsheim (2002). Published on the website of the University of Bergen on 26 February
2002. Own translation.

The uncertainty reflected in the quote is not limited to university-student communication;

rather, the introduction date was genuinely undecided at this point. As late as March 2002,

communication between the different government branches and the parliament suggest that

fall 2004 was considered the most likely introduction date. The introduction in fall 2003

came earlier than anticipated and as a change of schedule. Even if students were following

government-parliament communication, they would expect fall 2004 rather than fall 2003 as

the introduction date.

The studies recommended here for a reduced duration should adopt a new degree struc-
ture [...] by the fall of 2004 at the latest [...]. This timeline has been established to
ensure that the institutions have ample time to implement the necessary adjustments
associated with the reduction in study time.

Ministry of Edcuation (2002). Published on the website of the Ministry of Education
on 18 March 2002. Own translation.

Students who enrolled in the 1999 and 2000 cohorts – they enrolled earlier than the 2001

cohort discussed above – could not have based their enrollment date on the Bologna reform,

since the date of this reform was not even decided until three (two) years after they enrolled.

At most, 1999 students could have decided to slow down their studies early in 2003, when

they learned that they may not need four years’ worth of studies to graduate. This type

of behaviour would reduce treatment intensity, weakening the effect of enrollment cohort on

accumulated human capital. 1999 students would receive less extra education vis-à-vis the

2000 cohort if they slowed down compared to the case where they continued at previous

study speed - but would not cause selection bias.

Students’ exposure to the reform depends on how quickly they progress in their studies;

I use study credits to assess study progress. Pre-Bologna, 80 Norwegian study credits were
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required to earn a cand.mag. in the social sciences and humanities. Implementing the

Bologna reform, Norway converted the Norwegian credits to European Credit Transfer and

Accumulation System (ECTS) credits at a rate of 1 to 3. Expressed in ECTS credits, a

cand.mag. was worth 240 credits for social sciences and humanities and 210 credits for

the natural sciences. The new undergraduate degree that replaced the cand.mag. was the

bachelor; to earn it a student had to collect 180 study credits. I define study speed as the

number of (ECTS) study credits earned per year of study. 60 credits per year correspond to

the government-set normed study used by universities to plan study programes, both pre- and

post-Bologna. A student in the social sciences or humanities studying at this normed speed

would collect 240 credits in four years and earn 60 credits more than required for a bachelor at

the time of the reform introduction. These 60 extra credits represent the maximum expected

treatment for a student from the social sciences or humanities. Quicker students will not be

treated more, because 240 credits suffice for the old degree, self-limiting the maximum extra

education. Students from the natural sciences have both a lower likelihood to be treated

and a lower treatment intensity if they are treated. A student studying at normed speed in

the natural sciences will fulfil the requirements for the cand.mag. already in January 2003,

earning a cand.mag. before the reform is implemented. A student studying slightly slower

may not finish before the reform, but will at most collect 30 credits too much. If they had

collected even more, they could have graduated before the reform. Students in the natural

sciences should be less affected by the reform, and will control for being a science student in

all specifications.

Students progress in their studies at different rates; this distribution of study speed

determines which students are exposed to the reform. I proxy study speed by calculating

the average number of credits per year during the 5-semester pre-screening period. This

measure is imperfect, because students may speed up or slow down later, and because there

is under-reporting in the number of study credits. Using this low-biased measure as a proxy

for study speed, 85% of students study slower than normed. By 2003, all 1999 students with

an average actual study speed between 46 and 60 credits per year should have accumulated

extra credits. Students in the lower end of that bracket will earn fewer extra credits than

students in the upper end. Corresponding 2000 students will have earned less than 180

credits. They simply continue their studies until they reach 180 credits and earn a bachelor

without any extra credits.4 Using the average study speed in the first five semesters of

4In principle, students can always choose to take more subjects. 2000 cohort students collecting extra
credits in their bachelor are like always-takers.
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study as a proxy for study speed – computed before sufficiently accurate information about

the reform emerges – 30.1% percent of students in both cohorts fall into 46 to 60 study

credit bracket that should collect extra credits. Taking under-reporting of study credits into

account, this group is likely larger. These students represent the expected complier group.

Note that this is only the group of expected-treated students. Initially quicker students

slowing down or initially slower students speeding up may also end up being treated, while

students initially in this bracket may change their speed and end up non-treated.

Study Speed

in credits/year45 60 80

≤ 180 credits
by July 2003:

bachelor + no extra human capital

like never-taker

LATE
study speed range

180− 240 credits:
bachelor + extra
human capital.

like 1-complier
or always-taker

> 240 credits:
old degree type

≤ 180 credits
by July 2003:

bachelor + no extra human capital

like 0-complier or never-taker

180− 240 credits.
bachelor + extra
human capital

like always-taker

> 240 credits
by July 2003:
old degree

1999
cohort

2000
cohort

Figure 3: Expected reform exposure by study speed

1999 students who keep progressing at less than 45 credits per year will not collect any

overshooting credits by 2003 which makes them expected never-takers.5 Students in the 2000

5Note that the classical definition of never-takers, always-takers and compliers does not apply since the
amount of human capital - measured as study length or study credits - is a continuous variable. Students
can collect as many more credits in the future as they wish in the future, so that even students that are not
pushed into reform-induced overshooting credits in 2003 may collect extra credits. However, 1999 students
in the 45 to 59 study credit bracket, if maintained during the undergraduate degree, will collect too many
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cohort who keep progressing at more than 60 credits per year are expected always-takers.

See Figure 3 below for an overview of the expected reform exposure by study speed bracket.

I use cohort membership - a binary variable for either enrolling in the 1999 and 2000 cohort

- as an instrument for human capital, measured as total study length (after screening) in

the main specification. See section 4.4 for first stage estimates and a detailed discussion

of the induced variation in human capital across cohorts. In section 4.5 I build on the

relation between study speed and reform exposure to improve efficiency, using a 3-cross-fit

test-and-select procedure.

Some students that study quicker than norm study speed may obtain the old degree

types; this is a threat to my design. 1999 students that progress at a rate of 60+ credits

per year will have earned a cand.mag. by the time the reform is introduced. 2000 students

will need to study at 80+ credits per year to receive the old degree before the reform is

announced. For this reason, the sample is imbalanced with respect to students receiving the

old degree types across cohorts. Students in the speed bracket from 60 to 79 credits per year

are expected to earn a cand.mag. degree if in the 1999 cohort, but a bachelor degree (with

overshooting credits) if in the 2000 cohort. Employers may consider cand.mag. degrees as

a signal, even if students in the two enrollment cohorts were identical in planning to earn a

cand.mag. degree initially. The practical importance of this problem is limited, since only

2% in the 1999 cohort and 0.3% in the 2000 cohort earn cand.mag. degrees. Theoretically,

the problem amounts to a violation of the exclusion restriction, since cohorts differ both in

human capital and degree composition, with degrees likely having a direct effect on earnings.

I address imbalance in the degree composition by estimating non-parametric bounds on the

counterfactual earnings of cand.mag. degree holders in section 6.2.

3 Data and baseline sample

3.1 Data
I use several registry databases collected by Statistics Norway. The course registry, con-

taining information on all courses taken by all students registered at any education institu-

tion, identifies when, where, and how long students study and which degree they eventually

earn. Checking which courses students take reveals whether a student pursues a program

subject to the Bologna reform. I match this information with demographic data from the

population registry which lets me match students to their families, allowing to construct de-

mographic background variables such as parental education. Additionally, I use information

credits.
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from the tax register; this contains employment status, wages, earnings, post-tax earnings

and hours worked for students from 5 years prior to enrollment until 2021, up to 21 (22)

years after enrollment.

3.2 Baseline sample
I focus on the 1999 and 2000 enrollment cohorts and choose students that study in

Bologna-relevant subjects. Initially, there is no reason to expect differences in ability or

other earnings-relevant traits for students in the same broad fields on a year-by-year basis.

Although some student characteristics such as parental education or number of siblings

change somewhat over time, this happens over an extended time span, so that differences

from one cohort to the next are negligible. Potentially, enrollment cohorts could also differ

because the time lag from finishing high school to enrolling changes. The end of compulsory

military service as well as the expansion of exam-free pre-college (Folkehøyskole) could change

cohort composition, but neither event falls into the relevant enrollment years. Therefore,

Bologna-subject enrollment cohorts constitute a base sample with comparable characteristics

before the reform.6

Individuals from the 1975-1981 birth cohorts were most likely to end up in the pre-

Bologna enrollment cohorts 1999 and 2000.7 Between 50% (1975) and 52% (1981) percent of

people in these birth cohorts enroll in higher education at some point after finishing school.

Within each enrollment cohort, I select students that enroll in a course leading to a

Bologna-affected degree within their first five semesters of study. An enrollment cohort

follows the academic year starting in August in one year and ending in July the next year; so

a student in the 1999 enrollment cohort can enroll anytime between August 1999 and July

2000. In practice, most students - 81 percent - enroll in the start of the fall semester. The

remaining 19 percent enroll in the spring semester.

The raw 1999 and 2000 enrollment cohorts have 44 410 and 44 823 students respectively.

First, I exclude the roughly 76 percent of students enrolled at community colleges. These

colleges offered 3-year undergraduate degrees such as nursing and were thus unaffected by

6Targeting birth cohorts would yield a sample even less likely to suffer from selection bias. However, the
birth cohort instrument would be too weak, since full birth cohorts include people that never enroll in higher
education as well as students in programs not affected by the Bologna reform and even people not enrolling
in higher education at all. In addition, Norway had compulsory military service at that time, so that men
enroll systematically later than women relative to their birth cohort. Birth cohort as an instrument for more
higher education picks up sex differences in enrollment age as well. Focusing on enrollment cohorts avoids
this effect.

7Most students are 19 (42%) or 20 years (23%) when they first enrol, with 7.5% starting at age 25 or
older and 4.9% starting at age 30 or older. Students that enroll later in life will be from much earlier birth
cohorts, while no student in the sample is born later than 1986.
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1999 cohort

2000 cohort

Bologna reform
implemented

Pre-reform screening:

Enrolled in relevant degree?

Pre-reform screening:

Enrolled in relevant degree?

Earliest info for students (UiB)
26 February 2002

Figure 4: Pre-screening period for sample selection

the Bologna reform. Some of the undergraduate degrees at the community colleges were

even extended in length, making it paramount to exclude community college students to

avoid defiers. Removing students enrolling in community colleges leaves university enroll-

ment cohorts of 10 593 and 10 701 students. However, almost 40 % of these later switch

to community colleges. With pre-treatment sample construction, these remain in the sam-

ple. Second, Norway exempted several professional degrees such as medicine, dentistry and

theology from the Bologna reform. I exclude the 31% of students enrolled in professional

degrees from the university enrollment cohorts. Finally, I impose conditions that help to

identify whether students start studying (explained in detail below). The resulting sample

consists of 3598 students in the 1999 cohort and 3521 students in the 2000 cohort.

Pre-screening for Bologna students lasts for five semesters, see Figure 4. For the later-

enrolling 2000 cohort, pre-screening ends one semester before the Bologna reform is imple-

mented. Pre-Bologna, students did not enroll into specified study programs but rather chose

which subjects to attend; subjects within broad academic fields could be combined into one

degree fairly liberally, and even degrees cutting across academic fields were possible. An ex-

ample for a subject leading to a Bologna degree would be “Introduction to scientific methods

for the social sciences”, with a workload of half a semester at the Social Sciences Faculty.

An example for a course in a professional degree not leading to a Bologna degree would be

“Pediatric diseases” at the Medicine Faculty.
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In order to exclude all university students planning to earn a professional degrees, I

exclude a student even if they take a single course belong to a professional degree study pro-

gram. Completing a Bologna-related course provides less information about the student’s

intended program compared to taking a course in a professional degree. Many of the profes-

sional degrees were heavily oversubscribed and some students take courses in other subjects

while waiting for admission in their desired program. For instance, if a student completes

an introductory sociology course, it could indicate either waiting for a spot in medicine or a

genuine interest in sociology. On the other hand, observing a student completing a medicine

course is a strong indicator that they are on track for a medical degree, as students usually

follow through with professional degrees once enrolled.

Some people that enroll do not study. Students in Norway receive considerable discount

for public transport and other services, giving an incentive to enrol without intending to

study. Students that never finish a degree should not be excluded, since some students may

try to study without succeeding and could still be affected by the reform in that process.

But I can run a minimal check on whether people attempt to study in the pre-screening

period. I consider students that do not collect a single study credit at a university during

the first five semesters as a non-student, this is the case for 20% of students that enroll.

78% of those never complete a degree at a university, but a large fraction later completes a

degree at a community college. Similarly, I exclude students that stop being enrolled during

the screening period. Since they quit long before the reform is implemented, dropping out

should not be a consequence of the reform. Some of these students are early dropouts that

never obtain any higher education degree. Another group are students that finish a higher

level degree in Norway very quickly, after having obtained an undergraduate degree abroad.

These selection rules produce a sample with of a total of 7119 individuals, with 3521

students in the 1999 cohort and 3598 students in the 2000 cohort. 45% of these students

eventually graduate from a Bologna-affected degree, while 7% graduate from a non-Bologna

degree at the universities, 40% graduate from a regional college and 6% never earn any

degree.8 The single most common degree type in the sample is the master’s degree, with

roughly 1000 students in each cohort earning a master’s compared to roughly 300 in each

cohort that earn a bachelor’s. Master students are genuine Bologna students in the sense that

they (almost always) first earn a bachelor and experience the Bologna reform while earning

8This captures the last degree earned. Some students from the community/regional colleges may still be
affected if they first earned a bachelor at a university, got delayed due to the reform and then completed a
masters at a community college. I discuss the occasional presence of old degree types in detail in section 6.2
with regard to signaling and the distribution of degree levels in 4.3 with regard to monotonicity.
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their bachelor. Concerns that Bologna-induced study credits on bachelor’s transcripts may

act as a minor signal to employers are lessened when individuals pursue higher-level degrees.

For students with a master degree, the master likely serves as the main signal, reducing

attention to course level signals at the bachelor level.

Table 1 below shows that cohorts are well balanced on observables, indicating that ex-

cluding community college students, screening out professional degrees, and excluding non-

students does not select systematically different portions of the full enrollment cohort. The

Variable Mean 2000 SD 2000 Mean 1999 SD 1999 p-value

Mothers’ education 4.6 1.72 4.55 1.72 0.29

Fathers’ education 5.0 4.96 5.0 4.96 0.25

Female 0.64 0.48 0.63 0.48 0.49

Nr of siblings 2.14 0.88 2.15 0.87 0.68

Age at enrollment 20.81 4.33 20.69 4.12 0.22

Natural science student 0.14 0.35 0.13 0.33 0.15

Enrolled in spring semester 0.19 0.39 0.18 0.39 0.86

N 3598 3521

Table 1: Balancing of observables across enrollment cohorts

timing of enrollment within an enrollment cohort matters for how much extra human cap-

ital students acquire. Spring semester students enroll on average half a year later than

fall semester students in their respective enrollment cohort. They would need to study more

quickly in order to accumulate more than three years’ worth of study by the time the Bologna

reform is implemented. Since most students study fairly slowly, spring semester students are

less affected by the reform and the subgroup of affected students comprises relatively quicker

students compared to fall students.9 In both enrollment cohorts, approximately the same

proportion of students enrolls in the spring semester. While fall and spring semester students

differ in their characteristics, they differ in the same way across cohorts. Spring semester

students in the 1999 and 2000 enrollment cohort are just as indistinguishable on observables

as the full enrollment cohorts, see Table A.4 in the appendix.

9Interacting enrollment cohort with whether a student starts their studies in spring allows these different
groups to differ in their first stages. I will use this interaction throughout but present robustness checks with
the full cohorts pooled.
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4 Empirical strategy

4.1 Parameter of interest
I am interested in the returns to acquiring more human capital at university. In order to

identify the returns to university-acquired human capital from the data, other factors that

typically affect earnings jointly with human capital must be ruled out. Usually, earnings

reflect the returns to human capital, the returns to a degree (signalling), the returns to

unobserved determinants of productivity such as ability and motivation that correlate with

the choice to enroll in higher education (selection) and calendar year (state of the economy,

age and career trajectory). That is, Y (HC,D, T, U). HC stands for human capital, D is the

degree a student earned, T is the calendar year in which outcomes are measured and U are

remaining counfounders. Estimating OLS returns identifies joint variation in human capital,

ability and degrees Y (HC,D,U) and I report that as a benchmark in Section 5.1.

I want to estimate

E[Y (HC + ∆|D,U, T )]− E[Y (HC|D,U, T )]

where HC + ∆ represents the human capital a student accumulates when affected by the

Bologna reform while HC represents counterfactual human capital.

The difference in expected earnings for a change in human capital depends both on how

earnings vary with human capital, degrees, calendar time and confounders and the proba-

bility of each level of human capital realizing conditional on degrees, time and confounders:∫
HC

Y (HC,D,U, T )f(HC|D,U, T )dHC

Using variation in human capital induced by the Bologna reform – where the 1999 cohort

accumulates extra human capital while the 2000 cohort does not – takes care of omitted

variable bias. Students with more reform-induced human capital should not differ in the

vector of confounders U such as ability or motivation, see Section 4.3 for evidence on this.

While students should not differ on unobservables, enrolling in different cohorts creates

differences in human capital (HC), degrees (D) and for a given calendar year (T) how much

time has passed since enrollment.

The distribution of degrees differs little across cohorts. The retroactive implementation of

the Bologna reform should have ensured that students in the 1999 and 2000 cohorts all earn

the new degree types, bachelor’s and master’s. The research design of this paper strives to
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avoid any direct effects of degrees to isolate returns to human capital is the goal of this paper.

However, some extraordinarily quick students earned the new degrees by graduating before

the reform was implemented. I address direct degree effects in section 6.2 by constructing

non-parametric bounds for potential outcomes of old degree holders had they earned the

new degrees instead. Under mild assumptions, bounds on the returns to human capital are

tight. This indicates that (minimal) degree differences across cohorts are inconsequential for

earnings differences and I am going to abstract from them here.

I address covariance between calendar time (T) and human capital (HC) when introducing

the main specification.

This parameter of interest captures the opportunity-cost adjusted returns to Bologna-

induced human capital. Note, that I do not condition on the level of experience when defining

the parameter of interest. Cohorts differ systematically in their experience as a consequence

of the additional human capital the 1999 cohort acquires. Not controlling for experience

directly incorporates the opportunity cost of studying longer; students that study longer

have less time to acquire labor market experience. This also means that there is a well-

defined counterfactual for students affected by the reform. Their would-have-been affected

counterparts in the 2000 cohort acquire experience (or search for jobs) while the reform-

affected 1999 students acquire additional human capital. Controlling for experience in this

setting would be a bad control, but is common in the literature. In section 6, I discuss

under which assumptions it can still be estimated and present some (cautious) estimates of

a partial effect of human capital as a benchmark for the opportunity-cost adjusted parameter

of interest.

Not conditioning on experience ensures that the parameter of interest captures a policy-

relevant treatment effect (PRTE). Policy-makers truly increased students’ human capital at

this margin (Mogstad and Torgovitsky, 2018), with the counterfactual of acquiring potential

experience instead. The reduced form and LATE identifies the PRTE at the policy margin

of the Bologna reform for transition cohorts.10

10Characterizing the group of affected students in 1999, this PRTE is for students in the upper-middle of
the study speed distribution. Estimating the effect for other enrollment cohort could identify the returns for
slower students (earlier cohorts) or quicker students (later cohorts). This could give an indication whether
the PRTE estimated in this study would differ immensely from PRTEs at a different margin. However,
earlier cohorts have students that graduate with hugely different final degrees, identifying a mixture of
human capital and degree effects; for later cohorts, the pre-screening period does not end before the Bologna
reform.
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4.2 Specifications
To estimate returns to higher education, I use percentile ranks (1-100) of earned income

as the outcome, where earned income is defined as the sum of wages and earnings from self-

employment.11 Earnings ranks allow to compare earnings that are systematically measured in

different calendar years and most specifications below rely on measuring earnings in different

calendar years. 12 I report log earnings as a benchmark where feasible.

OLS benchmark: lower bound benchmark

OLS estimates of the return to study time capture Y (HC,D,U), that is, income differ-

ences resulting acquired human capital, degree signals and selection. Selection may be both

positive or negative. Students studying longer for a given degree are negatively selected.

While high ability students may choose to study quickly or slowly, low ability students do

not have the capacity to finish a degree quickly, so that more low ability students should

be among the slow students. Students studying longer because they earn a higher degree

level may be positively selected, if ability and the cost of earning a degree are negatively

correlated. In addition to (potential) positive selection, these students also acquire more

human capital and will receive signalling returns to the higher degree they earned. These

counteracting effects make it difficult to predict whether returns to study time should be

positive or negative. Previous work estimating endogenous returns to education on Norwe-

gian data, such as Bhuller et al. (2017), find large positive effects returns to endogenous

education length. However, they look at returns to length of education across all levels,

while this paper focuses on the length of university education.

Equation 1 estimates returns to endogenous study length as a measure of human capital

(HC). γt reflects returns to study time in a given calendar year and I estimate Equation 1

separately for each year. X contains time-invariant control variables to increase efficiency;

mothers’ and fathers’ education, age at enrollment, broad study field and gender, all included

as factors. Additionally, I control for enrollment cohort to eliminate the Bologna-induced

portion of variation in human capital.

Yi,t = αt + γtHCi + δtCohorti +Xiβt + Ui,t (1)

11One could argue for defining income as all income, including state transfers and capital income.
University-acquired human capital may well improve the capacity to figure out which benefits one is en-
titled to and to apply for them successfully. However, earned income offers a more comparable earnings
measure relative to other settings where there are not as many state transfers available as in Norway.

12Inflation changes nominal incomes even in the absence of any fluctuation in real earnings and most years
see some changes even to real earnings, because of economic growth or recessions. Measuring earnings as
percentile ranks of earned income allows to assess earnings potential across different years.
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For the transitioning cohorts of the Bologna reform, study length varies because of the reform

timing relative to enrollment date, but the induced extra time does not lead to higher degrees.

In contrast, endogenous study time co-varies with obtained degrees. Equation 1 above jointly

estimates the returns to endogenous study time and endogenously chosen degrees.

In order to obtain a benchmark for returns to degree-invariant human capital, I add a

control for degree type in Equation 2. This moves a step closer to the kind of variation the

Bologna reform induces – changes in study length without changes in degrees.

Yi,t = αt + γtHCi + θtDegree+ δtCohorti +Xiβt + Ui,t (2)

θt captures returns to degree level, with dropout, undergraduate university, postgraduate

university, community college and PhD as levels. This removes returns to signals, but also

positive selection into higher degree types. Longer study time driven by students that study

more slowly for a given degree yield a downward-biased estimate of the return to study time

due to negative selection. Equation 2 serves as a lower bound for the returns to study time.

I estimate both equations on the same sample as the main specification, with both en-

rollment cohorts pooled. I estimate the returns to human capital γt separately for each

calendar year t. This allows to gauge selection effects for years prior to enrollment since

neither human capital nor signals are realized at this point. Since previous to enrolling in

university the majority of the sample still attends school and works mostly part-time, γt are

a very mild test on selection effects. γt in the early 2000s reflect opportunity costs of staying

longer in education; earnings differences pick up the extensive margin effect of entering the

labor force at different times. γt in the 2010s converge to the long-term earnings differences

for people spending more time at university. In the appendix Figure A.3 I present results

where I measure human capital as study credits as opposed to study time.

Calendar time reduced form - upper bound benchmark

As a first step towards isolating human capital returns, I estimate the reduced form effect

of being in the 1999 rather than the 2000 enrollment cohort on earnings. This specification

serves as an upper bound on the human-capital returns to higher education. It identifies the

effect of jointly increasing human capital and time since enrollment, with earnings measured

in a given calendar year:

E[Y (HC + ∆, T )|Z = 1]− E[Y (HC, T )|Z = 0]

A calendar year T is T = 1999 + τ + 1 for Z = 1 and T = 2000 + τ for Z = 0. In each
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calendar year, the 1999 enrollment cohort has had one extra year since enrollment relative

to the 2000 enrolment cohort.

The reduced form captures this year advantage, because enrollment cohort predicts both

how much human capital a student acquires and that students from the 1999 enroll one

year earlier. Having extra time in itself gives an advantage to 1999 cohort students. In any

given calendar year, students from the 1999 cohort are on average one year older, receive on

average 3.5 extra months of education (because of the reform) and almost 9 extra months of

experience. They do not receive a full extra year of experience since they stay 3.5 months

longer in education and some graduates are unemployed. I estimate this joint return to

human capital and earlier enrollment as follows:

Yi,t = αt + γtCohorti + θtCohorti × Si + δtSi +Xiβt + Ui,t (3)

I estimate Equation 3 separately for each year from 1997 to 2020.13 Prior to enrollment,

γt reflect returns to enrolling one year earlier. After graduation, γt represent the combined

effect of being one year older and receiving Bologna-induced extra human capital. θt captures

the potentially different returns to human capital (and enrollment time) for spring semester

students and δ reflects earnings differences for spring semester students in both cohorts. X

contains the time-invariant set of control variables employed in all specifications.

Main specification: Placebo-corrected returns to human capital

The main specification takes the calendar-time reduced-form model as a starting point,

but makes use of a placebo-cohort pair to account for the year advantage of enrolling one

year earlier. In a given calendar year T, the 1999 cohort mechanically has had an extra

year, τ + 1 years since enrollment compared to the 2000 cohort that has had τ years since

enrollment to study and gather experience. Represented in enrollment time, where ET is

time since enrollment, the reduced form effect of enrolling in a different cohort becomes:

E[Y (HC + ∆, ET )|Z1 = 1]− E[Y (HC,ET )|Z1 = 0]

In order to identify the returns to human capital, I use a placebo cohort pair which only

differs in time since enrollment in each given calendar year, that is, a pair of cohorts where

one enrolls one year earlier, but without any differences in human capital. The reduced form

effect for the placebo cohorts with the placebo instrument Z2 captures the effect of enrolling

13The median 2000 cohort student is 17 years in 1997. At that age, a sizable fraction already works part-
time. Going further back in time, a large fraction of the enrollment cohort will not even be legally permitted
to work. Earlier earnings data would only capture earnings effect for people that enroll later in life.
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earlier on its own:

E[Y (HC,ET )|Z2 = 1]− E[Y (HC,ET )|Z2 = 0]

If wages depend jointly on human capital and time since enrollment, the placebo cohort pair’s

earnings account for the direct effect of enrolling one year earlier. This requires that earnings

only depend on calendar year through time since enrollment and possibly a constant calendar

year effect, but that the calendar year effect (other than through τ) does not interact with

human capital. If that is the case, both reduced forms can be rewritten as:

E[Y (HC + ∆)|ET = τ + 1, Z1 = 1]− E[Y (HC)|ET = τ, Z1 = 0]

and

E[Y (HC)|ET = τ + 1, Z2 = 1]− E[Y (HC)|ET = τ, Z2 = 0]

where τ takes different values in different calendar years.

As long as neither instrument affects earnings directly other than through human capital

and a constant earnings difference, the difference between treated and placebo cohort pairs’

earnings identifies the return to human capital, net of calendar year effects and career-

building time since enrollment, see the assumption in Equation 4

E[Y (HC)|ET = τ, Z1 = 0]− E[Y (HC)|ET = τ, Z2 = 0] = c (4)

Moving to the data, I use the cohorts 2001 and 2002 as a placebo cohort pair to difference

out the year advantage. Within these cohorts, the same selection rules apply to identify

Bologna students as for the treated cohort pair.14 I estimate this akin to a difference-

in-difference set-up, where the baseline effect is the within-pair earnings difference. The

identifying assumption in Equation 4 is equivalent to the standard parallel trends assumption

for difference-in-difference designs. Translated to my data, returns to human capital are

14For the placebo, students in Bologna subjects at a non-reform time are more suited than non-Bologna
students at the same time. The professional degrees that were not subject to the Bologna reform map
into highly regulated occupations. Rationing of study slots in the profession as well as restrictions to enter
professions without professional education generally translates into very high starting wages. Additionally,
the state is a crucial employer for the largest of these occupations, meaning that state budgets and laws
may have an independent impact on the wages of this group. Bologna students do not have access to these
occupations and end up in different labor market segments. This makes it unlikely that they would be on
the same earnings trajectory in the absence of the Bologna reform, which is the identifying assumption for
a difference-in-difference design.
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identified if earnings differences for the treated cohort pair 1999/2000 would have followed

the same trend in the absence of the Bologna reform as the earnings differences for the

2001/2002 cohort pair.

The 2001-2002 cohort pair lends itself best as a placebo cohort pair compared to all other

available cohort pairs in the data. In Appendix A.1 I discuss the choice of the placebo cohort

pair in more detail. I show why directly adjacent cohorts are unsuitable and why much earlier

cohorts receive different degree types, introducing signalling returns for the placebo cohorts.

Then, I demonstrate the required absence of a first stage for the 2001-2002 cohort pair and

report on balancing in the placebo pair.

I use the following estimating equation for the parameter of interest, opportunity-cost

adjusted returns to human capital:

Yi,t−r = αt−r + θt−rTreati + δt−rAdvanti + γt−rTreati × Advanti + βt−rXi + Ui,t−r (5)

γt−r is the coefficient of interest and captures the difference in the older cohorts earnings’

advantage between the treatment cohorts (1999 and 2000) and the placebo cohorts (2001

and 2002). Treati is an indicator for being in the treatment cohort pair, that is, enrolling

either in 1999 or 2000, while Advanti is an indicator for being in the older cohort in any of

the cohort pairs, that is, enrolling in 1999 or 2001. t − r is time relative to the enrollment

of the older cohort for each cohort pair. This means that within each cohort comparison,

earnings differences are estimated in calendar time, while the earnings differences between

the cohort pairs are estimated in time since enrollment of the older cohorts. X contains the

saturated set of time-invariant controls.

I estimate Equation 5 separately for each t − r, where r is the relative enrollment year

for reform and placebo cohort pairs, 1999 and 2001 respectively, and t is calendar time.

γt−r ≤ 0 allows to check for pre-trends. If assuming that students’ human capital matters

for jobs after graduation, rather than for part-time jobs that students may pursue while

studying, the first university years where most students still study represent an additional

test on pre-trends.

Around γt−r ≈ 8, the time where most students graduate, 2001 students should have

a higher labor market participation rate than 1999 students, since the latter study longer

because of the reform. Coefficients in those years capture the opportunity cost to staying

longer in education. In the long run, the 1999 cohort should earn better relative to the 2000

cohort than the 2001 cohort relative to the 2002 cohort if there is a return to university-

acquired human capital.
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To improve efficiency and to obtain a point estimate, I pool several years and estimate

a single coefficient for the returns to human capital. I estimate one coefficient for the inter-

action of being treated (enrolling in 1999 or 2000) and having a year advantage (starting in

1999 or 2001) as well as the baseline effect of being treated and having an advantage, but

keep the αt−r from Equation 5 as relative time fixed effects as follows:

Yi,t−r = αt−r + θTreati + δAdvanti + γTreati × Advanti + βXi + Ui,t−r (6)

In this models, I cannot interact the Treati × Advanti (capturing acquired-human capital)

term with the spring semester indicator, because the two two-way interactions together with

the baseline terms would be a linear combination of the three-way interaction. However,

estimating this model only on fall semester students (80% of the sample) makes sure that

the γ coefficient from Equation 6 coincides perfectly with the γt in the reduced form model

and the γτ in the 2SLS event study.

Pooling the last 5 years represents the closest approximation for the effect of university-

acquired human capital on earnings potential. This is because earnings converge towards the

long-run earnings potential with increasing time since graduation. See Appendix A.2 for a

review of the literature on how quickly earnings converge to earnings potential, with a par-

ticular focus on the Norwegian labor market and individuals enrolling into higher education,

and implications for this setting.

Event study 2SLS

The main specification rests on earnings differences between both cohorts pair following

the same trend in the absence of the Bologna reform. This implies that the design depends

on a well-behaved placebo cohort pair. In addition, the earnings differences between both

cohort pairs cohorts must be meaningfully comparable across income years.

To make sure that the placebo cohort pair does not drive findings, I estimate the same

parameter of interest – returns to substituting experience with education due to the Bologna

reform – with a different specification. In this specification, I measure time in years since

enrollment which allows to estimate the effect of additional human capital directly within

the 1999/2000 cohort pair.

E[Y (HC + ∆)|ET = τ, Z1 = 1]− E[Y (HC)|ET = τ, Z1 = 0]

To estimate this in the data, earnings must be comparable across calendar years. This is

because time since enrollment τ maps into different calendar years. t = startyear+ τ where
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t is calendar year, startyear is the enrollment cohort and τ stands for years since enrollment.

Estimating earnings in different calendar time requires to remove variation in earnings due

to inflation, business cycles and long term wage growth. Measuring earnings in percentile

ranks allows to take care of this by abstracting from nominal income. As long as inflation

and wage shocks affect employees in the same manner, ranks faithfully recover the placement

in the earnings distribution.

This can be estimated directly for the return to an extra year of higher education, that

is, as a 2SLS event study, rather than in the reduced form.15

Yi,τ = ατ + γτHCi +Xiβτ + Ui,τ (7)

I estimate Equation 7 separately for each τ so that ατ effectively becomes a constant. γτ

estimates returns to university-acquired human capital at a given time since enrollment.

Human capital HC is measured as study time in years. All controls in Xi are fully saturated

so that this 2SLS specification has a LATE interpretation (Blandhol et al., 2022; Angrist

and Pischke, 2009). The time invariant controls include age at enrollment, gender, natural

sciences and mothers’ and father’s education level.16 I use earnings data no earlier than three

years prior to enrollment because earlier earnings data only represent earnings of students

in the upper tail of the distribution of age at enrollment that already work. My data series

ends in 2020, so that I can follow them up until 20 years after enrollment (2019 and 2020

respectively). I estimate Equation 7 separately for each τ . This is equivalent to interacting

time since enrollment with all variables, including the matrix of control variables X. In

principle, one may want to interact only study time and the instruments with each relative

time period and estimate a vector of constant β coefficients for the time-invarying controls.

This specification with 2*2*23=92 instruments suffers from a many IV bias. Therefore, I

estimate the model separately for each time period.

As in the main specification, returns prior to enrollment γτ < 0 serve as an implicit

test on pre-trends. Measuring in relative time forces a direct trade-off between returns

to education and returns to experience. In the long run, this direct trade-off is desirable

because it incorporates the opportunity costs of education and more education would only be

worthwhile if the returns to education exceed that of experience. However, upon graduating,

15For the main specification, I cannot estimate a 2SLS difference-in-difference because the placebo-cohort
pair does not have a first stage (as desired for a placebo), so that 2SLS on the placebo cohort pair cannot
be estimated.

16The 2SLS specification allows to control flexibly for age as well. However, to ensure comparability for
the main specification, where only controls for age at enrollment are feasible, I use it here as well.
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incomes grow quickly with experience for the first years in the labour market. Even with a

sizable return to an extra year of education, comparing a new graduate to an employee with

one year of experience may yield a negative net return. This is part of the opportunity costs

of staying longer in education. Once the experience curve flattens after some years in the

labour market, returns to human capital for the long-run earnings potential should become

visible. Both study speed and earned degrees vary considerably in the sample, leading to

large variation in total study time and graduation dates. Thus, for most time points in the

sample, some students will be recent graduates with experience effects dominating. The

latest observations in the sample should start to converge to differences in earnings potential

due to studying one year longer. Estimating Equation 7 separately for each year recovers

how the earnings premium moves over time.

Measuring income in earnings percentile ranks makes incomes across earnings years as

comparable as possible. Measuring the 1999 cohort systematically one year earlier, inflation,

real wage growth, and wage shocks due to business cycles distort nominal or log earnings

substantially. Ranks of earned income faithfully measures the status in the earnings distri-

bution across years. However, some events such as sudden recession may influence people

differentially by their level of experience. For example, a newly hired graduate may have

a higher risk of losing their job in a recession compared to a person with somewhat longer

tenure. The income year in which a recession happens will show up in different relative time

measures across cohorts and the impact most likely differs by experience. Since students

graduate over a broad time window, some students in both cohorts experience a recession

(2008, 2020, less growth in 2016-2017) shortly after graduating and since this is measured at

different time since enrollment, this introduces more noise in the estimates. Additionally, the

2000 cohort has more experience at any given time since enrollment, so that their incomes

should be less susceptible to economic shocks for a given level of human capital. This direct

benefit for the 2000 cohort is part of the opportunity cost for the 1999 cohort taking more

education.

4.3 Instrument validity
The Bologna reform provides exogenous variation in the length of study and in the

amount of study credits for the 1999 and 2000 transition cohorts. University-acquired human

capital varies by enrollment cohort, allowing to estimate reduced form effects and event-study

2SLS. To obtain a local average treatment effect while respecting that treatment effects may

be heterogeneous the four assumptions laid out in Imbens and Angrist (1994) need to be

satisfied.
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The independence assumption requires that the instrument is as good as randomly as-

signed, implying that students from the two enrollment cohorts should neither differ in their

expected acquired human capital nor in their earnings potential if the enrollment cohort

instrument were not to affect how cohorts experience the Bologna reform. A testable im-

plication of that is whether students enrolling in 1999 or 2000 differ on observables. The

balancing exercises in section 3.1 do not indicate reason for concern. Additionally, I demon-

strate in the event study specifications that cohort membership does not predict labor earn-

ings before people enroll and the treatment realizes. From a theoretical perspective, the fact

that the reform happens several years after enrollment mitigates concerns about students

self-selecting into different enrollment cohorts because they anticipate the reform. Therefore,

I do not expect students to differ on unobservables that may matter for earnings or duration

of education, such as motivation.

This design faces two possible challenges for the exclusion restriction. Firstly, enrollment

cohort reflects enrollment time in addition to predicting study duration. When measuring

outcomes in calendar time, this leads to a direct effect of the instrument on experience and

thus on earnings. In any given calendar year, 1999 cohort students are one year older and had

an extra year since enrollment to build their career through education or experience. Without

further adjustment, this set-up violates the exclusion restriction. In the main specification,

I address this challenge through a placebo design, estimating the pure year-advantage from

the earnings profiles of an enrollment-cohort pair not affected by the Bologna reform. I then

difference out the year-advantage in a quasi difference-in-difference design, recovering the

effect of university-acquired human capital as the additional earnings’ advantage of the 1999

cohort over the 2000 cohort relative to the pure year advantage measured for the placebo

cohorts. In the alternative specification, I address the year advantage by estimating an

event study 2SLS, so that outcomes are measured at a given time since enrollment. Both

approaches remove the instruments’ direct effect on earnings through the year advantage,

mitigating concerns about the exclusion restriction.

Secondly, differences in degrees earned by graduates in the different cohorts could violate

the exclusion restriction. In observational data, additional human capital (study time or

study credits) is associated with higher level degrees on average; higher earnings of more ed-

ucated individuals reflect both signalling and human capital in addition to selection. Finding

a valid instrument for taking more higher education typically identifies returns to education;

this includes both returns to acquired human capital and returns to obtaining higher level

degrees. My design rests on an instrument that should only induce variation in university-
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acquired human capital, without simultaneously changing degrees. In principle, Bologna

transition cohorts unexpectedly only had new degree types available in 2003. With some

students from the 1999 cohort having progressed further into their studies than required for

a bachelor degree but less than necessary to obtain the old degree before 2003, enrollment

cohort should predict changes in human capital only.

In practice, some students still earn the old degree types. Students who were successfully

induced towards earning more study credits by the reform – too successfully in a way – will

end up with the old degree types. The additional time that 1999 cohort students have at

their disposal that causes overshooting point for students that progress as planned allows

very quick students to earn the old degree types. Any student earning more than 240 credits

before or by June 2003 will earn a cand.mag. before the reform is introduced. In addition,

students that had studied three years’ worth of study by 2003, but selected courses that did

not map into the new bachelor degrees were given a two year grace period to complete a

cand.mag. degree. Students in the 2000 cohort need to study quicker to end up in either

situation than students from the 1999 cohort. For this reason, more students from the 1999

cohort earn the old degree types. This violates the exclusion restriction because being in

the 1999 enrollment cohort increases both human capital and induces a higher fraction of

students to earn the old degree types and both human capital and degree types matter for

earnings.

I cannot simply control for degree types, because the quality of old degree holders likely

varies across cohorts. Students in the 2000 cohort need to study exceptionally quickly to

still earn the old degrees, so that these old degree holders are likely positively selected. 1999

cohort students are positively selected as well, but to a lesser degree. From a practical

perspective, the impact of this problem is limited because very few people receive the old

degrees. 85 (2.4%) students in 1999 earn a cand.mag. relative to 14 (0.3%) in 2000 and

95 (2.6%) students in 1999 earn a hovedfag relative to 12 (0.3%) in 2000. In section 6.2,

I estimate the counterfactual earnings of old degree holders for the scenario where they

had instead received the new degree types, using non-parametric bounds. I re-estimate all

specifications separately using the upper and lower bound on earnings for old-degree holders,

thereby bounding the returns to university-acquired human capital.

Theoretically, monotonicity can be a challenge in the setting of the Bologna reform, since

the discreteness of university degrees offers a plausible motivation for students to defy. If

students ideal length of education is continuous, but universities can only certify specified

amounts of education, degrees, students may want to adjust their choices if the length of
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offered degrees changes. This concern would arise both in a human capital and a signalling

framework, as long as employers have trouble detecting and interpreting time spent at uni-

versity that is not related to a degree.

In our sample, students do not choose to earn higher level degrees at different rates across

cohorts, see Table 2 below. In section 6.3 I discuss why students may choose master degrees

Degree level N 2000 N 1999 N % 2000 % 1999 p value
Dropout 246 241 487 0.51 0.49 0.75
Low Degree 326 334 660 0.49 0.51 0.66
High Degree 1033 1031 2064 0.50 0.50 0.95
PhD 194 199 393 0.49 0.51 0.72
Non-Bologna 341 403 744 0.46 0.54 0.01
Community College 1458 1455 2913 0.50 0.50 0.94

Table 2: Evidence on monotonicity: Differential degree choices

at different rates when the length of the undergraduate degree is reduced and why this is

not the case for the 1999 cohort compared to the 2000 cohort.

4.4 Instrument relevance
I verify instrument relevance through the first stage and estimate a first stage of the

following form:

HCi = α + θCohorti + γCohorti × Si + δSi +Xiβ + Vi (8)

HC stands for human capital. In the main specification, I measure human capital as years

spend in higher education after the pre-screening period. In alternative specifications I also

measure human capital as study credits accumulated after the pre-screening period or as

the number of chosen subjects after the pre-screening period. Cohort is a binary variable

indicating whether a student enrolled in 1999 or in 2000. An enrollment year starts with

the academic year. That is, students enrolling between August 1999 and July 2000 are in

the 1999 enrollment cohort and students enrolling between August 2000 and July 2001 are

in the 2000 enrollment cohort.

I interact the cohort instrument with a binary indicator for whether a student started in

the spring semester. In both enrollment cohorts, spring semester students enroll half a year

later than fall semester students. Among spring semester students, students need to study

quicker to be affected, leading to a different complier group among spring students. Students

in the study speed bracket from 51-68 study credits per year should be affected. Since fewer
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Table 3: First stage estimates

Human capital measure: Study time Study credits Subjects

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)

1999 Cohort 0.252∗∗∗ 0.301∗∗∗ 0.288∗∗∗ 6.635∗ 0.782∗∗∗

(0.075) (0.082) (0.081) (2.877) (0.195)

Spring student −0.857∗∗∗ −0.715∗∗∗ −14.714∗∗ −0.274

(0.134) (0.137) (4.809) (0.325)

1999 Cohort:Spring −0.257 −0.212 −0.568 0.095

(0.191) (0.189) (6.662) (0.451)

Controls No No Yes Yes Yes

R2 0.002 0.016 0.060 0.085 0.051

Adj. R2 0.001 0.016 0.055 0.080 0.045

Num. obs. 7230 7230 7028 7058 7058

∗∗∗p < 0.01; ∗∗p < 0.05; ∗p < 0.1
Models 1-3 report the main first stage with study time after pre-screening in years as
the dependent variable. Model 4 and 5 report for alternative measures of human capi-
tal, study credits after pre-screening and number of chosen subjects after pre-screening.
Flexible controls for age at enrollment, gender, natural sciences and mothers’ and father’s
education level.

students fall into this bracket compared to the 45-60 study credit bracket for the fall students,

the first stage among spring semester students should be weaker. The interaction between

cohort membership and spring semester accounts for this. The matrix X contains the set of

flexible time-invariant controls, mother’s and father’s education as factors for each of the 9

education levels, gender, natural science and age at enrollment. Age at enrollment consists

of one dummy for each age under 30, five-year brackets for age groups between 30 and 50

and one dummy for being older than 50.17

I measure university-acquired human capital fixed within person as the number of semesters

a student was enrolled. One could argue that human capital accumulates over time, but this

variation cannot be used. Firstly, human capital accumulated during the pre-screening pe-

riod to predict outcomes. This is mostly relevant for the study credit and subject robustness

checks of the first stage, since study time human capital is constant during pre-screening

for all students. Secondly, having human capital at it’s final value turns pre-enrollment

2SLS estimates into a check for pre-trends; the later-revealed human capital is not realized

and should thus not affect earnings. Recording zero university-acquired human capital for

everyone before enrollment would make it impossible to estimate this.

17Since I do not restrict age at enrollment, some students are up to 68 years old when first enrolling in
higher education. Using 5-year-brackets for older students preserves degrees of freedom.
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The empirical cdf, Figure 5 below, illustrates the timing of the first stage in time relative

to enrollment. The figure displays the fraction of students who completed their studies

after a given number of semesters for each cohort. Few students progress at normed study

speed. Therefore, there are no distinct graduation jumps for the bachelor after 3 years (4

for the 1999 cohort) or for the master after 5 years (6 for the 1999 cohort). Rather, students

complete their studies at many different times.

Around 8 years after enrollment, the two cohorts differ most in how many students still

study. For this time span, income differences between the two cohorts should be driven by

differences in (full-time) labor force participation. Over 80 percent finish their studies within

10 years and over 90 percent within 12 years. At this point, earnings differences start to

reflect wage differences among working individuals and not a mechanical extensive margin

effect. While the difference in the graduation rates pick up the opportunity costs for staying

longer in education, they are not a good measure of long-run earnings potential. Similarly,

experience is likely to have a disproportionate effect in the first few years after graduating.

Students in this sample study longer compared to the full enrollment cohort. This is

a side-effect of excluding people that do not collect a single study credit during the pre-

screening cohort. Many of these students drop out and never earn any degree. For this

reason, they tend to leave university earlier than the students that actually study. See

Figure A.1 for the same figure, but including people without any credits.

In most specifications I estimate the first stage repeatedly and separately for each income

year t or each time period since enrollment τ , because I trace in the second stage how the

effect of university-acquired human capital evolves over time. The first stage then becomes:

HCi = αt + θtCohorti + γtCohorti × Si + δtSi +Xiβt + Vi,t (9)

HCi,τ = ατ + θτCohorti + γτCohorti × Si + δτSi +Xiβτ + Vi,τ (10)

All first-stage variables are time-invariant, but first stage estimates will still differ min-

imally for different time periods. This is because some individuals have missing earnings

data in some years. While at most 28 income-years can be observed per person, the average

number of observed income years is 27.4, indicating that this is a minor deviation from a

balanced panel. In 2000, most individuals’ earnings are observed, with 7231 while in 2019

fewest are observed, with 7024 individuals; in total, 7263 individuals have full information

on time-invariant characteristics. For the main specification, the cohort coefficient θtτ varies

between 0.279 and 0.304 when estimated on slightly different samples at different times since
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Figure 5: Timing of extra study time: empirical cdf across cohorts

Study length as net study time, that is, the total number of years a student spends in higher
education, irrespective of gaps. I define ended study time as not being enrolled anymore and not
enrolling again until 2020, the last year in the data. I do not condition on whether students graduate
or drop out when they stop being enrolled.
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enrollment τ , with the mean first stage coefficient of 0.288 coinciding with the cross-section

first stage coefficient.

The F statistics for the cohort-only first stage is 11.72. This is on the margins for

enrollment cohort being a weak instrument for human capital measured as study time. When

predicting study credits rather than study time, the F statistics is as low 7.58. While there is

a stronger first stage with F 25.7 for the attempted number of subjects, this variable is worst

at capturing human capital. Collecting study credits and spending longer at university should

reflect how much human capital a student accumulated; this is less obvious for attempted

number of subjects, since this also counts subjects where students either failed the exam or

withdrew from the exam. The reason for the fairly weak first stage in the baseline sample is

two-fold. Firstly, registering which courses people take does not infer precisely whether they

actually study in a Bologna-relevant degree and end up with a large number of students that

finish professional degrees or graduate from untreated community colleges and therefore,

unsurprisingly, do not react to the cohort instrument. Secondly, even for students that

actually take up a Bologna subject, only those in a study speed range of 45-60 study credits

per semester should be affected by the reform. In section 4.5 I use a sample-splitting and

cross-fitting procedure to leverage information on how study speed affects reform exposure

to construct an alternative sample with higher reform exposure.

4.5 Screening for expected reform exposure
As discussed in section 4.4, both non-Bologna students and students outside the reform-

relevant study-speed window of 45-60 credits per year will not experience the reform. For this

reason, there is a low concentration of compliers in the baseline sample. Having a low share

of compliers in the sample leads to a high variance of the 2SLS estimator. With a small share

of compliers π, the enumerator becomes quickly very small since π enters squared, leading

to a large variance. If one could increase the share of compliers in the sample, by removing

non-compliers, the 2SLS estimates should become much more efficient (Hazard and Löwe,

2022).

V ar[LATE2SLS] =
1

N

1

π2

σ2
ε

p(1− p)

While I cannot use students’ final degrees to remove non-compliers (since degree is an out-

come), study speed during the pre-screening period is a powerful predictor of whether a

student will be exposed to the reform. Firstly, students in the 1999 cohort with less than

45 credits per year are unlikely to acquire any extra study credits by the time the reform

is introduced, and will have no reason to acquire more credits relative to their 2000 coun-
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terparts after the reform. Among slow students there should be few compliers and many

never-takers. Secondly, students in the 1999 cohorts with more than 60 credits per year do

collect extra credits, but so do their 2000 counterparts. Among quick students, there should

be few compliers and many always-takers. Since these subpopulations of very slow and very

quick students do not react to the enrollment cohort instrument, they do not contribute to

identifying the LATE.

As a first indication of treatment propensity in the sample, the histogram below illustrates

the variability in study speed in the student population. I use the average number of study

credits per year in the first five semesters as a proxy for latent study speed.
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Figure 6: Average number of credits earned per year in the pre-screening period.

Study speed is calculated by summing all study credits accumulated at a university during the first
five semesters and dividing by 2.5. Study-speed is top-censored at the 99% percentile to improve
readability in this graph, but not in the data.

The dispersion of study speed suggests that a large fraction of the sample will likely

not be exposed to the reform, with less than a third of students nominally in the expected-
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exposure bracket of 45-60 study credits. However, the theoretical expectation of treatment

in the 45-60 credit bracket does not translate well into measured study speed, because there

is measurement error in study credits and because study speed may vary inherently over

time.

Before the Bologna-reform, faculties were under-reporting study credits earned by stu-

dents. I trace under-reporting in the data by comparing the total amount of credits a student

supposedly accumulated with the minimum number of study credits necessary for the highest

degree they achieved. Note that summing all credits also account for credits from language

courses or music projects or whichever other courses students may follow in their leisure that

are unrelated to the discipline in which they eventually earn a degree. Likewise, if students

begin studying in one discipline and then switch they may not be able to use all their credits

towards this degree. Almost 50% of the students in the data do not finish the degree they

initially embarked on. Assuming that all study credits a student ever accumulated count

towards the degree they finally earn identifies a lower bound of under-reporting. 20.8% of

students in our sample have fewer credits reported than necessary for the highest degree

they earned, and accounting for the fact that some of these credits may not even be related

to their highest degree, this indicates that under-reporting was fairly common. Some of this

discrepancy may stem from study credits accumulated outside of Norway, but even in the

group of students born in Norway and without immigrant parents, 19.1% still have fewer

credits registered than necessary for their respective highest degree. Looking at all credits

students ever collect in the Norwegian higher education system – this requires that credits

earned at community colleges count fully and directly for all degrees earned at university –

11% still do not earn the minimum number of credits necessary for the highest degree they

obtained. See appendix, Figure A.2, for the distribution of the difference between required

and obtained study credits. This indicates that study credits tend to understate the number

of credits a student achieves, but it is difficult to determine how much.

In addition, study speed varies a lot, both for accounting reasons and because of genuine

study speed changes. Firstly, many pre-Bologna subjects18 span a whole year where students

only receive their study credits at the end, so that it looks as if they did not take any courses

in the first of the two semesters in that subject. For measuring study speed, this means that

students generally look slower than they are, even if the total amount of study credits were

reported correctly, since they receive their credits in chunks rather than on a rolling basis.

18Especially the so-called “grunnfag”, an introduction to one discipline, where up to two of these basic
introductions could be credited towards a cand.mag. degree.
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Secondly, students may genuinely speed up or slow down due to changes in motivation or

personal reasons. After the pre-screening period, students may also speed up or slow down

because they anticipate the effects of the reform. 1999 students on the quicker end of the

spectrum may speed up in spring 2003 to earn a cand.mag. before the reform makes it

impossible to earn that degree. 1999 students in the normal study speed range may slow

down in spring 2003 when they learn that they already have sufficient study credits for the

bachelor they will be forced to earn. The groups set in the theoretical cut-offs depend on

correctly measured constant study speed. Both reporting issues and study speed variation

indicate that study speed measured as average study credits per year in the first five semester

will not match the theoretical study speed treatment bracket.

As a further complication, I cannot observe treatment status at the individual level. I

measure human capital primarily as study duration, and secondarily as number of completed

subjects. Both variables enter continuous in the estimation. While one could argue that

study time could be measured as discrete ordered – for example in study months – study time

does not lend itself to a binary definition of treatment status. Students can choose among

several levels of degrees, and which level one chooses, undergraduate or postgraduate, may

be affected by the reform. Within each level, students study at different speeds, leading to a

fairly flat distribution of study duration. A binary definition of treated vs. untreated study

length would could across degree categories and study speed brackets rather than capturing

the variation in the length of the undergraduate degree the reform induces. Note also, that

the expected treatment is at most one year of study, and thus always a small fraction of the

time spent in higher education.

While I cannot tell for a given individual whether they are treated or not, I can estimate

cohort-differences in study length. Estimating the first stage separately by study speed

quintiles bears out the expected u-shaped relation between study speed and the propensity

to be treated. This indicates that the slow and quick subpopulations do not react to the

instrument and do not contribute to estimating the LATE. See below for an estimate of the

first stage by study speed quintiles, along with the distribution of study speed. The average

first stage in the baseline sample conceals a strong first stage for students with intermediate

study speed and no first stage for slow and quick students. First stage heterogeneity leads

to inefficient estimators (Abadie et al., 2023). One could obtain a stronger first stage by

selecting the sample based on the strength of the instrument in different subgroups. This

is fairly common in the literature. Stephens and Yang (2014), for example, exclude African

Americans from the analysis, noting that they are little reactive to compulsory schooling
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Figure 7: Strength of the first stage by study speed group
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instruments, while Johnson (2020) excludes regions with a weak first stage. However, simply

selecting parts of the sample with a high first stage leads to first-order bias in LATE estimates

as well as too small second stage standard errors.19 When a different but comparable sample

is available to test what predicts treatment, like in Altmejd et al. (2021) for the US sample,

this problem can be circumvented. An expanding literature investigates how to increase

efficiency in the presence of first-stage heterogeneity without introducing bias and how to

recover appropriate standard errors.

A commonly used alternative to selecting subgroups of the sample based on instrument

strength, is to interact the instrument with the variables along which the first stage differs, see

for example, Jackson et al. (2016), Løken et al. (2012) and Carneiro et al. (2011). A practical

problem with this approach is that interacting can generate many (weak) instruments. In

addition, the estimates represent a convex weighted average of LATEs if there is second stage

heterogeneity, giving more weight to groups with high compliance rates. Abadie et al. (2023)

address many-IV bias by selecting groups with strong first stages, then using the interacted-

IV 2SLS in a different sample. This procedure still identifies a convex weighted average of

LATEs. Coussens and Spiess (2021), building on Huntington-Klein (2020), propose weighting

groups of the sample by their estimated share of compliers. The estimator converges to

weighing each LATE by the square of the share of compliers in each group, deviating from

the normal LATE procedure which weights each LATE by the share of compliers. If there

is treatment effect heterogeneity across groups, this introduces bias.

Hazard and Löwe (2022) suggest a sample-splitting cross-fit test-and-select estimator

where testing for compliance is conducted in the first half of the sample I1, and estimation

with the selected groups in the other second of the sample I1. After using one half of the

sample to select subgroups and estimating on the other half, the roles of the two subsamples

are reversed, so that then the second sample is used for testing and the first sample for

estimation. This approach yields smaller variance gains compared to Coussens and Spiess

(2021) and Abadie et al. (2023), but still recovers the LATE as long as treatment effect

heterogeneity does not exceed the sampling variation.

19Testing for the first stage and selecting in the sample sample leads to overestimating the first stage. If
no first stage was present in truth, some subgroups may still look as if they have a first stage due to random
variation. Testing and selecting in the sample would include those groups without a first stage in the analysis
(while testing and selecting on different partitions would not). In those group with a “random noise” first
stage, the LATE is effectively estimated on the difference between always-takers and never-takers, which
could take any direction. Concerning inference, note that selecting on the first stage induces correlation
between the first-stage error term and the instrument, violating the exclusion restriction. See (Hazard and
Löwe, 2022), and Abadie et al. (2023), for more details.
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I adopt a modified a variation of the procedure suggested by Hazard and Löwe (2022)

because both splitting by theoretical expected study speed brackets and by quantile works has

distinct disadvantages. Testing group-wise first stage coefficients requires to define groups

G along which to split each sample. In many applications, G will be intuitively defined, for

instance through demographic groups. In this project, there is a clear theoretical reason to

believe that some groups should be more exposed to the treatment: Students with a study

speed between 45 and 60 credits may be moved by the instrument, while students with less

than 45 credits, or more than 60 credits a year should not. As explained above, under-

reporting of total study credits, delay in study credit reporting due to multiple-semester

courses and genuine variation in study speed makes it difficult to take this prediction to

the data. Proxied study speed in the data performs poorly in delineating expected “too

slow”,“exposed” and “too quick” groups of students in the theoretical 45-60 study credit

bracket. Applying Hazard and Löwe’s method directly, that is, splitting the study speed

distribution into quantiles and testing for each subgroup is sub optimal as well. Quantiles

may cut across groups of students with and without a first stage. Bunching of students

around the multiples of some common subject credit values (see Figure 6) makes it impossible

to define finely grained quantiles to mitigate the issue. Splitting into quintiles is feasible,

but leads almost mechanically to loosing at least 40% of the sample (assuming that the

slowest and quickest quintile’s first stage is non-significant because of the large presence of

non-compliers there). Within the upper and the lower quintile, there may still be many

students affected by the reform that will not be included because they are grouped together

with non-affected students.

For this reason, I modify Hazard and Löwe’s approach by conducting a three-step sample-

split and cross-fitting procedure. I start by splitting the baseline sample into three sub-

samples of the same size, stratified by study speed. Then, I use a predict-test-select procedure

to estimate on relevant portions of the sample. First, I determine the optimal cut-off value

for study speed groups in sample I1 to form three groups, “too slow”, “exposed” and “too

quick” students. Then, I use cut-offs for the optimal groups from sample I1 to estimate the

first stage in each group in sample I2. Finally, I select groups with a t-statistic significant

at the 5% level in sample I2 for sample I3, using the cut-off values for group membership

from sample I1. This ensures that each step is conducted on a new partition of the data.

Afterwards, I cross-fit, so that the whole procedure is repeated twice, but each subsample

acting in a different role.

I optimize the cut-offs for study speed based on two variables, study credits and subjects
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chosen. For both, I record how many credits (and subjects) a student earned in the five

semester pre-screening period. Recording for five semesters or computing the average per

year or semester is equivalent and only changes the scale. Using both study credits and chosen

subjects improves predictions because they suffer from different types of measurement error.

Intuitively, number of subjects is a noisy measure of study speed, since some subjects are

worth more study credits than others. At the same time, study credits suffer from under-

reporting.20 Combining the information in these two variables helps to pin-point students

actual progression in their degrees, and thus their propensity to be exposed to the reform. A

student with a moderate amount of study credits may be too slow or of sufficient speed and

have some unreported courses. Taking into account the number of subjects they took can

help to counterbalance that, while a correspondingly low number of subjects may support

that the student was indeed to slow to be exposed to the reform.

I estimate the first stage for each combination of lower and upper cut-offs of study credits

and lower and upper cut-offs of number of subjects and record the p-value. Then I pick the

combination of cut-offs that correspond to the lowest p-value. The first stage contains the

same control variables used in the main specification of this paper, see Equation 8. In line

with the evidence on a u-shaped relation between study speed and the first stage for study

credits by quintiles, I find that p-values drop most sharply when increasing the lower cut-

off from the lowest values and the upper cut-off from the highest values. P-values proceed

smoothly to the minimum region. For high lower cut-offs and low higher cut-offs p-values

increase again due to loss in sample size when tightening cut-offs further in the core sample

with high first stage coefficients. The plots below illustrates how the p-value of the first

stage changes with different study speed cut-offs. The procedure is equivalent when testing

for subjects and study credit cut-offs simultaneously.

In the validation exercise, optimal cut-offs in one sample are used to test the significance

of the first stage by group; optimal cut-offs in the initial sample become sub-optimal cut-offs

in the next sample. This captures actual heterogeneity in how well study speed predicts

the strength of the first stage. Below, I show the first stage estimates per group in sample

IN+1 where the cut-offs were optimized in sample IN . The optimal cut-offs from the training

sample do not pick up the first stage perfectly in the sense that some cut-offs optimal in one

are too wide or narrow in the other, so that some first stage coefficient remains in another

group. In my data, the first stage coefficient estimated in sample I3 in the too slow group

20Subjects are not affected by under-reporting in the same way. There are several subjects in the data for
which zero study credits are recorded, while no subject in Norway at that time was worth less than 5 credits.
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Figure 8: First stage p-value optimization in one of the three sub-samples

In the two variable optimization with number and subjects and an upper and lower cut-off for each,
I pick the lowest p-value in a grid search. This illustration shows changes in the p-value of the first
stage in one of the sub-samples as the upper and lower cut-off for the amount of credits in the first
five semesters are changed, holding the cut-offs for number of subjects in the first five semesters
constant at their optimal value.
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with cutoffs from sample I1 is significant. Therefore, in I2 , both the exposed and the the

too slow group (with cut-offs from sample I1) will be selected for estimation.

Using Hazard and Löwe’s procedure requires to run the analysis with the selected group

separately for each sample and then average the coefficients in a final step. Pooling the

sample after selection gives the same coefficients. Regarding inference, their paper proves

that standard errors have the correct coverage for the sample-by-sample estimation and

averaging procedure, but not separately for the pooled case. I use this procedure for every

result presented in this paper, but present descriptive statistics on the pooled sample to

verify that the selection procedure did not change balancing of covariates by cohort.

In Table 4 below, I compare samples based on different selection rules. Applying the

3-stage cross-fitting method explained above reduces the pooled sample about 25%. Com-

pliance is higher, with a first stage coefficient of 0.34. In the observations excluded during

the cross-fitting procedure, there is no significant first stage, although the sign remains the

same. Balancing holds in the cross-fitted sample as shown below.

Method N FS Coef St error F
Benchmark samples
Fully unrestricted sample 8720 0.13 0.069 3.8
Baseline sample 7230 0.25 0.075 11.3
Bologna degree holders 2906 0.43 0.106 15.4
Cross-validated sample
3-cross-fit, 2 cut-off vars 5319 0.34 0.08 16.8
Excluded from cross-fit sample 1911 0.065 0.15 0.16

Table 4: Cross validated sample properties vs. benchmarks
a P-values are optimized for the combination of lower and upper cut-
off(s) of the study credit (and number of subjects) variable(s).
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Figure 9: Group selection in each subsample based on the previous samples’ optimal cut-offs.
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Variable Mean 2000 SD 2000 Mean 1999 SD 1999 p-value

Mothers’ education 4.58 1.72 4.54 1.7 0.32

Fathers’ education 4.97 4.96 4.97 4.96 0.84

Female 0.64 0.48 0.64 0.48 0.93

Nr of siblings 2.16 0.87 2.16 0.86 0.99

Age at enrollment 20.72 4.01 20.65 4.03 0.53

Natural science student 0.14 0.35 0.13 0.33 0.08

Enrolled in spring semester 0.18 0.38 0.18 0.38 0.73

N 2751 2574

Table 5: Balancing of observables across enrollment cohorts

5 Results

5.1 OLS benchmark
Study length is not associated with higher earnings when students choose themselves how

long to study. The light blue coefficients in Figure 10 show the time-varying human capital

coefficients γt from Equation 1. Chosen study length in this case is both due to students

studying slowly and students studying a lot, since degrees vary freely. The negative selection

from being slow exceeds the positive selection into higher level degrees and degree returns

as well as human capital returns, at least for the available time frame.

The short run costs of staying longer are highly visible. In the years where most students

graduate, between 2006 and 2010, the students that study a bit longer are still in education,

leading to lower wages because of the extensive margin difference. Already graduated stu-

dents enter the labor market and earn full-time wages compared to working few or no hours

while studying. The high penalty on studying longer at this time reflects these opportunity

costs.

The small but statistically significant coefficients for study time before enrolling in higher

education takes place reflects negative selection. Students who will end up studying longer

tend to work less already before they enter higher education. This may be lower capacity

to work while being in school, but it could also reflect that students who have less economic

pressure to work can afford to study long and do not see the need to take up a side-job

while still in school. The dark blue coefficients are the γt estimated in Equation 2 which

includes a control for the level of a degree students eventually obtain. This removes signalling

returns and positive selection from the study time returns. Notably, estimates differ mainly
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Figure 10: OLS benchmark: returns to chosen study time
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Notes: Coefficients in light blue show γt coefficients from estimating Equation 1, and coefficients in dark
blue show the corresponding γt from Equation 2. Years t range from 1997 to 2020. Equation 2 includes
flexible controls for the level of the obtained degree. Study time is measured in years. Both regressions
include controls for parental education, gender, natural science, enrolling in spring and age at enrollment.
Enrollment cohorts are pooled and a dummy for enrollment cohort is included. Everything is estimated in
the baseline sample.

in the long run. The penalty for endogenous study time without controlling for degrees

decreases over time, with the positive trend not ruling out that study time may start to pay

off eventually. Study time when controlling for degree seems to settle at a penalty of around

one rank per year of study. This is clearly expected, since the remaining variation in study

time only reflects being slow or indulging in consuming courses that do not fit.

From an employers perspective, study time - and especially longer study time for a

given degree - may be considered as a bad sign, potentially revealing lower ability and/or

motivation. This is important to keep in mind when interpreting returns to exogenously-

induced, degree-invariant study time. Even when a student is not negatively selected as in

the genuinely “slow” student group, employers may still pay lower wages because of their

knowledge of overall selection into slowness. Candidates ability to disclose the reason for



their delay may determine whether employers discount their expected ability.

Examining endogenously chosen study credits rather than study time presents a different

perspective, see Figure A.3. Pre-trends reveal no earnings disparity between individuals ac-

cumulating more or fewer study credits. In the medium term, the opportunity-cost earnings

penalty remains consistent, as accruing credits requires time (the correlation of study time

and study credits is 0.67). Nevertheless, in the long term, endogenously chosen study credits

yield a return of 0.02 ranks per credit, equating to a 1.2 earnings rank increase for a full

year’s 60 normed credits. When accounting for degrees, this advantage vanishes, suggesting

employers disregard degree-unrelated study credits.

5.2 Calendar time reduced form
Estimating the returns to enrolling one year earlier clearly establishes the year advantage

of the 1999 cohort. Before enrolling and being one year older on average, 1999 students are

already placed two percentile ranks higher in the earnings distribution. Differences diminish

while both cohorts are at university and nobody has graduated yet. Since the 1999 cohort

enrolls one year earlier, they also graduate 9 months earlier despite staying on average 3

months longer in education. As the empirical cdf of the first stage indicated, see Figure

5, the difference in students who already graduated across cohorts peaks around 8 years

after enrollment. In those years, a larger fraction of the 1999 cohort has graduated. This

extensive margin effect explains the large earnings differences in the years 2007-2011. In the

long run, when virtually all students have graduated in both cohorts, the earnings advantage

stabilizes around 2 earnings ranks. This specification does not allow to infer whether these

are returns to university-acquired human capital or whether the year advantage of enrolling

one year earlier simply persists. Since both effects are positive, this estimate represent an

upper bound for the return to university-acquired human capital.

5.3 Main specification: Placebo Study
In the main specification, I separate between university-acquired human capital and the

year advantage by estimating the year advantage separately. The 2001 and 2002 enrollment

cohorts did not receive extra human capital due to the Bologna reform because they learned

about the reform so early in their studies that they did not acquire any extra study credits.

Tracing how earnings differences for this placebo cohort pair evolves differences out the

human capital portion in the earnings advantage of the 1999 cohort.

The coefficient plot below shows γt estimates from Equation 3 separately for the 1999/2000

sample and the 2001/2002 sample, where Cohorti is 1999 and 2001 respectively. Since Equa-

tion 3 includes the Cohort × Spring interaction, this effectively displays the effect for fall
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Figure 11: Reduced form effects in calendar time.
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Notes: The plot shows the set of estimated γt coefficients from Equation 3. This captures for each year t the
earnings differential for being in the 1999 cohorts in ranks and enrolling in the fall semester. All regressions
include controls for parental education, gender, natural science, enrolling in spring and age at enrollment,
as well as the interaction of enrolling in spring and being in the 1999 cohort. Estimation on the baseline
sample.

students. t is set as the enrollment date of the older cohort in each cohort pair. The differ-

ence between those two coefficients at each relative time corresponds to the γt−r coefficients

from Equation 5, but without the interaction with spring semester. The relative year in the

plot corresponds to the values of t− r.
The four pre-enrollment years, t − r < 0, indicate that the two cohort pairs share the

same pre-enrollment earnings differentials. In both cohort pairs, the older cohort earns more

than the younger cohort, with exactly the same pattern. During higher education, both

cohorts pairs’ earnings differences follow each other closely and both cohort pairs share the

earnings boost for graduating earlier. Since the 1999 cohort stays slightly longer in higher

education than the 2001 cohort relative to their counterparts, one could have expected the

1999 cohort to do slightly worse around 6-10 years after enrollment. There is little evidence

for that.



Figure 12: Human capital and placebo returns
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Notes: The plot shows the set of estimated γt coefficients from Equation 3 separately for the treatment
sample, consisting of the 1999 and 2000 cohort, and the placebo sample, consisting of the 2001 and 2002
cohort. All regressions include flexible controls for parental education, gender, natural science, enrolling in
spring and age at enrollment, as well as the interaction of enrolling in spring and being in the 1999 cohort.

As late as around 15 years after the older cohort in each pair enrolls, earnings diverge.

The numerical difference between the differences is large, with a university-acquired human

capital return of 2 to 2.5 ranks for substituting on average three month of education and

experience.21 At the same time, estimates for both cohort pairs are quite noisy.

The cohort coefficient baseline terms in repeated relative-time cross sections where cohort

is interacted with spring — the ones displayed in the coefficient plot — are equivalent to

estimating the effect on fall students only. Fall students are more exposed to the reform

21This specification has to use reduced form estimates, since there is no first stage to estimate 2SLS on
for the 2001/2002 cohort. 2SLS for the placebo cohorts results in extremely wide confidence intervals with
around 100 ranks because of the extremely weak/non-existing instrument for that cohort pair.



than spring students because they start earlier than spring students. They have more time

to collect overshooting credits by 2003, while spring students would need to be extraordinarily

quick to be treated.22 Table 6 below presents pooled diff-in-diff estimates for the pre-trend

period as well as for the last 10 and 5 years of the data (Equation 6). I show results both for

the full sample and for fall semester students only, where the γ coefficient for fall semester

students coincides perfectly with the difference of the estimates in the coefficient plot (over

several years).

I do this separately for different time windows. Pre-enrollment, t−r < 0, both the treated

and placebo cohort pairs year advantage should follow the same earnings trajectory, so the

γ coefficient for the Treati×Advanti term should be zero. Aiming to estimate the long-run

returns to acquiring more human capital, the last years should be most informative. More

and more students graduate as time goes by, reducing the graduation advantage of both

older cohorts so that earnings in the labor market rather than graduation timing start to

dominate. As explained above, individuals earnings tend to stabilize and converge towards

their earnings potential relatively late in life. The main estimates pool the last five available

years, balancing long-run earnings potential with reaping efficiency gains from pooling years.

At the same time, more than 80% of students finish 10 years after enrollment. To trace when

the human capital advantage starts to become relevant, I present alternative estimates from

the 10th year after the older cohorts enrolls; these are the last ten years in the sample.

Table 6, shows estimates of the returns to university-acquired human capital (γ from

Equation 6) for the pre-enrollment period, 10 years since enrollment of the older cohort

and onward, and the last five available years. The first three columns are for all students,

the second three columns for the sample of fall students. For both samples, there is no

significant interaction effect, mirroring the matching pre-trends from the coefficient graph.

Looking at mostly-post graduation (10-19 year columns) and fully post-graduation (15-19

year columns) effects, 1999 students do better than 2001 students, where both are evaluated

relative to their non-year-advantage counterpart 2000 and 2002. The benefits of university-

acquired human capital materialize fairly late. 10 years after the enrollment of the older

cohort in each pair, while some students still study, effects are borderline significant. In the

latest available earning years, the effect stabilizes. As expected, effects are more pronounced

for the sample of fall students relative to the full sample, since spring students were less

likely to be exposed to the reform.

22For the equivalent coefficient plot of the difference of year advantages between cohort pairs, but for all
students rather than fall students, see Table A.4.
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Although pooling years relative to the year-by-year specification shown in the coefficient

plot increases efficiency, estimates are still noisy. With a standard error of 0.65, earnings’

effects of substituting 3.5 months of experience with 3.5 months of education lie between 0.25

and 2.7 (full sample, last five years). Estimates in the upper end of that interval are larger

than what seems reasonable for 3.5 months more of higher education without a degree to

show for it and with the experience-substitution accounted for. Naively scaling up to a full

year gives an interval of 0.75 and 9.2 for an induced extra year of higher education. While

effects in the lower end may seem plausible, a simple comparison with the raw earnings

difference for being female — -5.6 ranks — and enrolling in the natural sciences — 6.7 ranks

— indicate that the confidence interval is too wide to give new information compared to a

very broad set of possible priors one may hold about the importance of university-acquired

human capital for wages. Although uninformative for the upper bound, negative effects of

substituting education with experience can be ruled out.

While I estimate each cohort pairs earnings’ in calendar time, differences between cohorts

are measured in time since the older cohort enrols. If those differences can be compared across

labor markets, one could estimate Equation 6 also for log earnings as an outcome variable.

While the same pattern of findings persists, estimates are more noisy in logs, see Table A.5

in the appendix.

Inspecting the coefficient plots for each cohort-year-advantage separately indicates that

part of the difference effect comes from point estimates for the 2001/2002 cohorts being

(non-significantly) lower than zero. One may imagine that the year advantage becomes less

important over time so that the earnings of the 2001 and 2002 cohorts converge, but there

is no reason to believe that the one-year-older 2001 cohort should be worse off around the

age 35-40. For that reason, I contrast findings with the 2SLS event study 2SLS, which does

not rely on placebo cohort pairs.
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Baseline sample Fall students only

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

Year advantage ×Reformcohorts 0.052 1.045 1.522∗ −0.037 1.317∗ 2.018∗∗

(0.375) (0.598) (0.656) (0.396) (0.638) (0.696)

Year advantage 4.243∗∗∗ 0.390 −0.470 4.427∗∗∗ 0.458 −0.529

(0.259) (0.424) (0.466) (0.266) (0.441) (0.481)

Reform cohorts −1.196∗∗∗ −1.037∗ −1.359∗∗ −1.324∗∗∗ −0.959∗ −1.525∗∗

(0.269) (0.431) (0.475) (0.277) (0.448) (0.491)

Spring student 1.375∗∗∗ 0.776 0.977∗

(0.296) (0.458) (0.497)

Baseline controls included Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Time period FEs Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Included time periods <0 10-19 15-19 <0 10-19 15-19

R2 0.296 0.037 0.053 0.256 0.054 0.049

Adj. R2 0.295 0.037 0.052 0.255 0.054 0.049

Num. obs. 56602 138607 69208 48359 118396 59127
∗∗∗p < 0.001; ∗∗p < 0.01; ∗p < 0.05

Table 6: Placebo diff-in-diff multiple period estimates

Year advantage is an indicator for enrolling earlier in each cohort pair (1999 or 2001), Reform cohorts are the enrollment cohorts
1999 and 2000. The interaction term reflects the additional earnings advantage the 1999 cohort enjoys relative to the 2001
cohort. Models 1-3 show estimates for the full baseline sample, models 4-6 show estimates for the sample of fall students. All
regressions include flexible controls for age at enrollment, gender, natural sciences and mothers’ and father’s education level as
well as fixed effects on the relative time period. Standard errors are clustered at the individual level.
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5.4 Event study 2SLS
Estimating the effect of university-acquired human capital in time since enrollment re-

moves the year advantage directly (rather than addressing it through placebo cohorts’ year

advantage as in the main specification). This specification can be estimated using the cross-

fitted test-and-select samples.23 However, comparing incomes directly and systematically

across different income years is problematic. The coefficient plot 13 below shows γτ estimate

from Equation 7.

Pre-trends in earnings measured in relative time are negative. The effect of a not-yet-

realized year of higher education should be zero if percentile ranks were a sufficient adjust-

ment to compare the cohorts systematically across different income years. The negative

pre-trend indicates that students’ earnings in adjacent years at a given time before enroll-

ment and measured in ranks are not the same. One potential explanation is that certain

pre-enrollment calendar years exhibited particularly advantageous or disadvantageous con-

ditions for young workers. Measuring in enrollment time, these good or bad years would

show up in different cohorts’ earnings at different times. Overall, the fact that earnings

measured before enrollment differ although they capture earnings at the same ages, suggests

that measuring earnings’ in enrollment time may not reliable.

Other than that, the earnings effects show the expected time dynamics. Point estimates

tend to be negative, albeit not significant so, around the time where 2000 cohort students

are more likely to be in the labor market since they on average graduate 3.5 months earlier.

In the long run, returns to an extra year of higher education are estimated to be around 2

ranks, but not significant. This is around 50% lower than in the main specification (when

scaling the placebo estimates to one year). Estimating on the test-and-select cross-fitted

samples reduces the standard error by 16%, but efficiency does not improve sufficiently to

reject the null hypothesis.

Moving to pooling years in the same groups as for the main specification - pre-enrollment,

last 10 years and last 5 years - improves efficiency. Pre-trends remain significantly negative

and point estimates for the time periods are estimated with a tighter overall confidence

interval. But even the most efficiently estimated model - the last 5 years for the test-and-

select model - has a p-value of 0.12 so that I cannot reject the null. Comparing the placebo

23In principle, one could use the cut-offs and included groups determined in the 1999/2000 sample for the
2001/2002 sample and obtain a cross-fitted version of this sample as well. However, the measurement of
study credits improved vastly in 2003 and since the screening period for those two cohorts include 2003, all
cut-offs will identify a systematically slower group of students. In addition, one cannot estimate the placebo
model in 2SLS because there is no first stage, and the efficiency gains from the test-and-select procedure
only apply for 2SLS, not the reduced form.
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Figure 13: 2SLS in enrollment time

Each coefficient represents a γτ estimate from Equation 7 for the effect of an extra year of (in-
strumented) study time on earnings’ ranks at the indicated time since enrollment. Coefficients in
light blue are obtained from estimation on the baseline sample, and coefficients in dark blue from
estimation in the three test-and-select samples. All regressions include flexible controls for age at
enrollment, gender, natural sciences and mothers’ and father’s education level.
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specification and the relative time specification, both indicate qualitatively comparable re-

turns to university-acquired higher education, but the placebo specification tends to be more

efficiently estimated.

Baseline sample test-and-select 3-cross fit samples

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

Model 1 Model 2 Model 3 Model 4 Model 5 Model 6

Study time −3.376∗ 1.347 2.006 −2.520∗ 1.750 2.518

(1.366) (1.734) (1.900) (1.035) (1.467) (1.639)

Baseline controls included Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Time period FEs Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Included time periods <0 16-20 11-20 <0 11-20 16-20

R2 0.16 0.019 0.011 0.185 0.013 0.007

Adj. R2 0.163 0.018 0.010 0.182 0.012 0.004

Num. obs. 20963 68478 34170 15433 50392 25140

∗∗∗p < 0.001; ∗∗p < 0.01; ∗p < 0.05

Table 7: Event study 2SLS multiple period estimates

Study time is instrumented with cohort (binary for 1999/2000), interacted with being a spring student. Models 1-3 show
estimates for the full baseline sample, models 4-6 show estimates for the test-and-select samples. All regressions include flexible
controls for age at enrollment, gender, natural sciences and mothers’ and father’s education level as well as time since enrollment
fixed effects. Standard errors are clustered at the individual level.

6 Robustness and Extensions

6.1 Partial returns to education
In the literature on returns to education, it is common to control for experience in a

setting where education is arguably exogenous (Arteaga, 2018; Carneiro et al., 2011; Bhuller

et al., 2017). Returns after controlling for experience can be referred to as the partial

returns to education. Partial returns are supposed to reflect how much better a student

does if receiving more education, holding everything else constant. Experience is a powerful

predictor of earnings after graduation. In the logic of this literature, controlling for experience

means moving a step closer to estimating the partial returns to education.

Experience is a a post-treatment variable that is directly affected by the treatment.

Staying longer in education decreases experience at any given time point, both in calendar

and enrollment time. Earnings of the compliers in the 2000 cohort – not receiving any extra

education in line with their instrument value – are used as an estimate of counterfactual

earnings for the compliers in the 1999 cohort. While the compliers in the 1999 cohort study

longer, the compliers in the 2000 cohort leave university and gather (potential) experience.

In other words, having less experience is a direct consequence of the treatment; this makes

experience a bad control (Angrist and Pischke, 2009).
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One may want to argue that when controlling for experience, one removes a side-effect

of higher education that by definition should not be included in the partial effect. In that

sense, one could consider removing part of the effect as desirable, since the total effect of

more higher education (for this study: more human capital) is not of interest. One could

call this partial effect of higher education the returns to higher education net of opportunity

costs. In that logic, potential experience captures the netting out of other effects more

broadly than measured experience.

According to Angrist and Pischke (2009), estimating this partial effect does not have

a causal interpretation. Assume that the cohort instrument is valid in the sense that it is

independent of potential outcomes and independent of potential experience. Then cohort-

induced earnings differences in earnings at a certain level of experience (imagine experience

as a binary) can be written as:

E[Y1999|Exp1999 = 1]− E[Y2000|Exp2000 = 1]

By the independence of the cohort of potential earnings and potential experience, this is

equivalent to

E[Y1999 − Y2000|Exp1999 = 1] + E[Y2000|Exp1999 = 1]− E[Y2000|Exp2000 = 1]

The first term corresponds to the direct causal effect of earnings differences between the

cohorts, that is, returns to cohort-induced human capital (assuming exclusion holds), for a

certain level of experience. This is the partial effect that one may aim for, the pure returns

to human capital, disregarding the opportunity costs due to less experience. The second

term represents selection bias, that is, people with the same experience levels from different

enrollment cohort may not be comparable even for the potential outcome where no education

is induced at the cohort level. To estimate partial returns to human capital, one would need

to argue why the selection bias should equal zero.

Following Pearl (2009) and Cinelli et al. (2022), the first term above corresponds to the

controlled direct effect (partial returns), which can be estimated without bias if there is no

confounder affecting both experience and earnings (and assuming there is a remaining direct

effect of cohort on earnings) This is equivalent to saying that the selection bias is zero. In

this design, factors determining non-exogenous study length (the remaining variation after

regressing study length on cohort) are relevant confounders. Experience and non-exogenous

study length are highly negatively correlated and non-exogenous study length is likely to
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affect outcomes. At the same time, endogenous study length likely depends on earnings-

relevant factors as well. A potential candidate would be ability, governing both how quickly

a student can study (and in turn experience at a given time) and earnings potential. Or

in Angrist and Pischke (2009)’s terms above, students with the same experience level from

different cohorts would differ in their earnings even if they had not received different amounts

of human capital due to their cohort membership.

The problem can also be formulated as a violation of instrument independence. Condi-

tional on experience, potential outcomes may not be independent of the instrument anymore.

Without experience controls, observable are balanced across cohort, which is evidence in fa-

vor of instrument independence, see Table 1. Regressing cohort on the balance variables

for each discrete value of experience separately (rounding experience to full years) gives F

values ranging from 0.3 to 1.4, with jointly significant imbalances most common for years

with untypical experience values (very slow or quick students) while for the most common

years, balancing typically holds. Parental education tends to be most likely to predict co-

hort membership in experience cells, which is troubling since parental education also predicts

earnings. Keeping in mind that selection bias is likely present, I still compute the experience-

controlled returns to human capital, since this is an important benchmark specification in

studies relevant to this paper.

If assuming for a moment that the selection bias discussed above is zero, controlling for

experience should remove opportunity costs from the return to higher education and give

higher returns compared to the total effect model. Arteaga (2018), for instance, estimates a

difference-in-difference model for the effect of a curriculum reduction at the economics and

business departments at the Universidad de Los Andes, where students from non-affected

economics departments at other universities serve as the control group. The difference-in-

difference interaction term captures how much less students earn after the reform if they

earn a shorter economics degree relative to other students after the reform whose degree was

not affected. Controlling for experience in this setting discounts earnings of the treatment

post-group, since they graduate earlier than all other groups. In any given income year, they

will have more experience, although they enrolled at the same time as their control-group

counterparts. Arteaga (2018) reports 12-15% higher earnings per year of experience across

varying specification. Students treated with a shorter curriculum gather mechanically half

a year extra of experience, and are estimated to receive 16-22% lower earnings due to the

reform. This suggests controlling for experience for those gathering more experience when

denied the longer study program may be influential.
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The most comparable “partial effect” or direct controlled effect estimate in my setting is

the main placebo specification, pooling years. Estimation is feasible in contrast to the 2SLS

event specification.24 While cohort predicts study length, this only accounts for a tiny bit of

the variation. The 1999 cohort studies 3.5 months longer on average, but (post-screening)

study length has an average of 5.56 years with a standard deviation of 3.17 years. The

correlation between experience and cohort length in the cross-section is -.11, and reduces

further to -.05 when pooling income years. The exogenous part in the variation in study

time cannot be used to estimate the coefficient on experience; adding experience as a control

amounts to estimating the earnings-experience profile using endogenous variation in study

time as well as within-person earnings variation as experience increases.

To estimate partial returns to university-acquired human capital and compare estimates

to the main specification, I vary Equation 5 by estimating one time-independent parameter

for all variables except for time fixed effects αt−r, and add experience controls. The issue with

selection bias at different levels of experience is argued for binary experience and extends to

experience factors. I still report on estimating with linear and quadratic experience terms,

since this makes it easier to benchmark against the literature. Adding experience factors

instead makes little difference.

Yi,t−r = αt−r + θTreati+ δAdvanti+γTreati ∗Advanti+βXi+κEt−r +λE2
t−r +Ui,t−r (11)

The γ coefficient on the placebo diff-in-diff term reflects the partial returns to education since

experience-related opportunity costs are controlled for; if people with the same experience in

different cohorts were comparable in the absence of receiving more education through their

cohort status, which, as discussed above is unlikely to hold.

Pre-enrollment, nobody has obtained any experience when defining experience as poten-

tial experience measured as years since graduation. Therefore, I do not report the experience-

controlled specification for the pre-enrollment period. Table 8 shows estimates for the partial

returns to university-acquired human capital. Compared to the opportunity-cost corrected

PRTE estimates, point estimates increase between 10 and 20% across all specifications, while

24Estimating partial returns to university-acquired human capital by controlling for experience cannot be
estimated using 2SLS, since it is not identified. In any given cross-section, potential experience and study
time are almost perfectly negatively correlated (-.98) because studying longer means graduating later. The
correlation in the cross-section is not exactly -1 because I measure study time as total length of education,
removing gap semesters where student do not study, but the potential experience counter starts when students
graduate (or drop out) for good. Experience has to be added to the first stage when wanting to control for
it in the second stage, effectively adding the first stage dependent variable again on the right hand side.
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Cohort EarningsExperience

Confounders

Figure 14: Conditions for bias and unbiased controlled direct effects

Baseline sample Fall students only

(1) (2) (3) (4)

Year advantage * Reform cohorts 1.251∗ 1.615∗ 1.429∗ 2.129∗∗

(0.591) (0.651) (0.631) (0.691)

Year advantage −0.400 −0.732 0.103 −0.846

(0.419) (0.464) (0.439) (0.479)

Reform cohorts −0.873∗ −1.267∗∗ −0.842 −1.406∗∗

(0.426) (0.471) (0.443) (0.487)

Experience 1.663∗∗∗ 2.063∗∗∗ 1.342∗∗∗ 2.027∗∗∗

(0.053) (0.139) (0.069) (0.151)

Experience2 −0.073∗∗∗ −0.110∗∗∗ −0.088∗∗∗ −0.107∗∗∗

(0.004) (0.009) (0.006) (0.010)

Spring student 0.805 1.013∗

(0.452) (0.493)

Baseline controls included Yes Yes Yes Yes

Time period FEs Yes Yes Yes Yes

Included time periods 10-19 15-19 10-19 15-19

R2 0.079 0.066 0.070 0.064

Adj. R2 0.078 0.065 0.070 0.063

Num. obs. 138207 69008 118326 59092
∗∗∗p < 0.001; ∗∗p < 0.01; ∗p < 0.05

Table 8: Placebo diff-in-diff estimates of the partial returns to education

Variation of the main specification, controlling for experience and experience squared to estimate partial returns to extra human
capital. This has only a causal interpretation if people with the same experience are not differently selected across cohorts. Year
advantage is an indicator for enrolling earlier in each cohort pair (1999 or 2001), Reform cohorts are the enrollment cohorts
1999 and 2000. The interaction term reflects the additional earnings advantage the 1999 cohort enjoys relative to the 2001
cohort. Models 1-2 show estimates for the full baseline sample, models 3-4 show estimates for the sample of fall students. All
regressions include flexible controls for age at enrollment, gender, natural sciences and mothers’ and father’s education level as
well as fixed effects on the relative time period. Standard errors are clustered at the individual level.
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standard errors decrease minimally since the experience controls account for some variation

in earnings ranks. Differences tend to be larger for the estimation using the last ten years,

since there are many recent graduates in the sample where experience profiles are still very

steep. Point estimates are significant at least at the 5% level when controlling for experience.

Overall, this indicates that the price graduates pay for staying longer in education matters

for their net returns to university-acquired human capital.

6.2 Bounds for degree effects
Although the Bologna reform in 2003 was supposed to ensure that students can only

graduate with the new degree types – bachelor’s and master’s – some students receive the

old degrees25. Students may study so quickly that they graduate before the reform is imple-

mented, or they may collect a combination of at least 180 credits that does not map into a

bachelor degree and be allowed to finish a cand.mag. within two years.

Students that earn old degrees may earn different salaries compared to students with

new degrees because employers may trust the old degrees more or because employers are

not aware that students’ enrollment date governs which degree they earn and interpret the

degree as a signal. I cannot simply control for degree types, because the quality of old degree

holders likely varies across cohorts. Students in the 2000 cohort need to study exceptionally

quickly to still earn the old degrees. Old degree holders from both cohorts are positively

selected, and students in the 2000 cohort particularly so.

To remove degree effects from the estimates, I treat the earnings of old degree holders

as missing and construct non-parametric bounds on the earnings they may have had had

they instead earned the new degrees (Manski, 2009; De Haan, 2017). I construct upper and

lower bounds for the counterfactual earnings of old degree holders and re-estimate the main

specification with the imputed data for old degree holders for the lower and upper bound in

turn. If I make the following assumption (Equation 6.2) about new degree holders’ earnings,

non-parametric bounds on old degree holders’ counterfactual earnings recover the effect of

university-acquired human capital on earnings.

E[Y 0|D = N,Z = 1]− E[Y 0|D = N,Z = 0]

For new degree holders (D=N), being in the 1999 or 2000 cohort must not affect wages

25I define cand.mag. and hovedfag as old degrees and all other degrees as new degrees. Bachelor’s and
master’s are clearly new degrees. The classification is arbitrary for degrees unrelated to Bologna. These are
degrees at community colleges as well as Bologna-unrelated professional degrees at universities, and I classify
them as new degrees.
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other than through the human capital effect. In other words, the potential outcome for

students from both cohorts, had the 1999 cohort not received human capital, should be the

same. This assumption is not innocuous. Slightly fewer students in the 1999 cohort earn

new degrees relative to the to the 2000 enrollment cohort, because a larger fraction (2.4%)

earn a cand.mag. compared to the 1999 cohort (0.3%).

In order to remove any direct effect of (old) degrees from the estimation, I construct non-

parametric bounds on the counterfactual earnings of old degree holders. If students that did

earn old degree types (O) had received new degree types instead (N), their earnings might

have been different. With no assumptions, counterfactual earnings of old degree holders must

be between the lowest and highest possible earnings. Since I measure earnings in percentile

ranks, no assumption bounds on old degree holders’ counterfactual earnings are:

1 ≤ E[Y N |D = O] ≤ 100

Old degree holders would have earnings between the 1st and the 100th earnings’ rank had

they instead earned the new degrees. In the data, I substitute factual earnings of old degree

holders with rank 1 to obtain a lower bounds sample and with rank 100 to obtain an upper

bound sample. Students that earned a cand.mag. (2.4% and 0.3% respectively) or a hov-

edfag (2.3% and 0.3% respectively) classify as old degree holders.26 Then I re-estimate the

difference-in-difference specification separately for the lower bound and upper bound sample

(Equation 6), with the last five relative years pooled as in the main specification. These

bounds are uninformative. As Figure 15 shows, assuming the highest possible and lowest

possible earnings introduces a lot of variation, leading to bounds on the returns to education

between -1.3 and 2.4 earnings ranks for 3.5 months of reform-induced human capital.

In order to tighten these no-assumption bounds, I need to make an assumption about the

degrees old degree holders would have earned otherwise. In the sample, students earn degrees

of many different levels, undergraduate degrees, postgraduate degrees, professional degrees

and doctoral degrees. I will assume that old degree holders would have earned a new degree

at the same level had they not earned the old degrees. That is, I assume that cand.mag.

students had earned a bachelor instead and hovedfag students had earned a master instead.

26It may seem puzzling why roughly the same fraction earns a hovedfag as a cand.mag. as their last degree,
although one can only earn a hovedfag if finishing a cand.mag. and then enrolling in a hovedfag degree before
the reform. A common reason for this to happen is that students have credits from outside Norway when
they first enroll. Roughly as many students earn a hovedfag as a cand.mag. as their last degree, although a
hovedfag requires a much higher speed because many more students earn a cand.mag. first and then proceed
to a master so that the cand.mag. is not visible as their last degree.
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Figure 15: Bounds on returns to human capital, accounting for direct degree effects

The first columns shows the point estimate for returns to Bologna-induced human capital in ranks,
this corresponds to the estimate in Table 6, column 3, “Reform * Year Advantage” that isolates
returns to human capital. The second column shows no-assumption bounds for the same estimate
where earnings for old degree holders (students that earned at cand.mag. or hovedfag degree
as their last degree) are set to rank 1 and rank 100 respectively. The third column shows how
the lower bound tightens when taking into account positive selection into old degrees (Monotone
Treatment Selection (MTS)). The last column shows how the upper bound tightens assuming a
Monotone Treatment Response (MTR). Since the old degrees are longer than the short degrees,
candidates of equal quality should not earn more if they instead had earned the shorter degree.
Counterfactual earnings are computed as the respective degree groups’ average earnings in ranks
within each income year.
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Students that earned the old degrees had to progress in their studies faster than planned

for the program. Less able students may not be able to study extraordinarily quickly, so

that there should be positive selection into old degrees. Acknowledging positive selection,

one can expect that students that did earn the old degrees would not have done worse that

students that earned the new degrees had they themselves also earned the new degrees. Even

if the old degree holders had earned the new degree they would still be positively selected

and should earn at least as much as students that actually earned the new degrees. This

gives the following condition on Monotone Treatment Selection (MTS) bounds:

E[Y N |D = N ] ≤ E[Y N |D = O] ≤ 100

The first term corresponds to the observed earnings for new degree holders, while the second

term corresponds to potential outcome for old degree holders had they earned the new degree.

Re-estimating the upper and lower bound on returns to human capital with this assumption

(Figure 15, model 2) leads to a significantly tighter lower bound, with a bound on returns

between 1.23 and 2.5 ranks.

Invoking the monotone treatment response (MTR) assumption allows to tighten the

upper bound as well. Old degree holders have two advantages in the labor market. They

are positively selected and they hold degrees that were designed to last one year longer. 27

If employers were to treat old and new degree holders differently, they may consider the old

degrees as a positive signal (if they are not well enough aware of the reform to know that

the transition cohorts did not have choice) or they may know that students were positively

selected and by had to acquire weakly more human capital to earn these degrees (if they

were well informed about the reform). In both cases, they should pay old degree holders

higher wages, if anything. I assume that old degree holders if they had instead earned the

new degrees, would not have earned more than they actually did when they earned the

old degree. Taking the monotone treatment selection (MTS) and the monotone treatment

response (MTR) assumption together gives:

E[Y N |D = N ] ≤ E[Y N |D = O] ≤ E[Y N |D = O]

Using this assumption in the data pushes the upper bound down to the unadjusted point

estimate for the returns to human capital. This is as expected; accounting for the fact that

some 1999 students earned the (slightly longer) old degree types should not lead to higher

274 instead of 3 years for the undergraduate degrees, and 6 instead of 5 years for the postgraduate degrees.
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estimates. Taking both assumptions together gives a bound on the returns to human capital

on earnings ranging from 1.2 to 1.6 ranks. This indicates that returns to degree types does

not drive the estimates for the returns to human capital. If one is willing to assume that old

degree holders are positively selected and that the longer old degrees were not worse than

the new degrees, bounds on the pure human capital effect are tight and very close to the

unadjusted estimates.

6.3 Monotonicity concerns
If students in the 2000 enrollment cohort respond to the shortening of the undergraduate

degree by enrolling in postgraduate degrees at a higher rate than than students from the

1999 cohort, monotonicity would be violated. This may happen when students have an ideal

investment in higher education (or signals) that they would like to pursue, but choose discrete

levels of education if employers can only observe those discrete levels, degrees, directly.

Imagine the case where time spend at university increases directly increases human capital

and, in turn, productivity. If employers can observe human capital, there would be no reason

for universities to award degrees. Students would invest optimally, based on their cost of

education and the wage offered for different marginal products and employers would hire

and pay according to observed marginal products. If employers cannot observe human

capital directly, they may instead pay students for the degrees they obtained.28 In this

framework, students would pick the degree that maximizes the difference between wages and

education costs. In a pure signalling framework, imagine instead that studying does not

increase productivity, but that the taste for education is correlated with innate ability. As

in the human capital case, students will choose the degree that leads to the largest difference

between wages education costs. Employers are still paying higher wages for students with

higher degrees since higher degree holders have higher innate ability.

In both cases, moving from a system with two relatively longer degrees – cand.mag. and

hovedfag – to two relatively shorter degrees – bachelor and master – implies that some of

the people that marginally preferred the shorter over the longer degree in the pre-Bologna

system will choose the longer degree in the post-Bologna system. Some 2000 cohort students

that would have been content with a cand.mag. in the old system will earn a master in the

new system. More precisely, students that would have chosen between four and five years

of education if education were continuously observable should switch in their degree level if

the undergraduate degree is shortened. Students with an ideal point below four or above

28This may happen without any signalling taking place if factors that vary the cost of education are
uncorrelated with ability. This would be the case with an intrinsic taste for education that modifies the net
cost of education.
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five years should maintain their degree choice.

If students in the 1999 cohort behave like pre-Bologna students, 2000 cohort reform-

induced master degree holders would be defiers. Imagine two students from the 1999 and

2000 cohort with an ideal point of 4.2 years of education. The 2000 student that would have

chosen a cand.mag. in the old system (4 years) decides for a masters when forced to choose

between a master (5 years) and a bachelor (3 years), while their 1999 counterpart with also

4.2 years in the old system would keep choosing the cand.mag.. In that case, the cohort

instrument moves students in the 4-5 year ideal point bracket in the wrong direction while

students with ideal points above 5 and below 4 years would comply. In the direct pre/post

Bologna comparison, changing the degree structure should push some students to comply

and some to defy.

However, the 1999 transition cohort does not face the old systems’ degree structure.

The 1999 counterparts of the 2000 cohorts’ would-be-cand.mags. pay the cost for (up to) a

cand.mag., but still earn bachelor degrees. Their choices will depend on what they expect to

earn for a too-long bachelor. If employers only observe degrees, 1999 cohort too-long bachelor

holders would earn the same wage as all bachelors. On earning their bachelor, they will have

to make a new choice of whether to study for a masters degree; whether they upgrade to a

master’s just as much as their 2000 cohort counterparts depends on whether education costs

escalate. They face the same wage increase for the same increase in the duration of higher

education.

If 1999 students can use their excess bachelor’s credits towards a master’s, their returns

to studying one year extra becomes larger than for the 2000 cohort, implying that more

1999 students earn a master’s degree compared to the 2000 cohort. Bologna transition rules

specify that excess credits from a bachelor can be used towards a master’s, but only if these

are credits from master level courses. This is only the case for some few students; most

students do not carry over a significant amount of credits. But if 1999 students were to earn

master’s degrees at a higher rate, this would not be an issue with monotonicity (but possibly

with degree signalling).

To sum up, in a pure pre-Bologna post-Bologna degree structure comparison, defiers

would be expected. Since the 1999 transition cohort does not have the old degrees available,

one can either expect to have no defiers and both cohorts upgrading to masters at the same

rate vis-à-vis the old degree structure or having more 1999 students choosing master, which

would increase the first stage but not violate monotonicity. Table 2 shows no evidence of

students upgrading degree choices; about the same proportion of students obtain lower level
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(bachelor and cand.mag.) and higher level degrees (master and hovedfag) across cohorts.

7 Conclusion
Societies and individual students invest substantial resources in higher education. While

the returns to higher education are well documented and consistently found to be significant

and substantial across countries, institution types, and field of study, there is less evidence on

the mechanism through which higher education is rewarded. Conventional estimates of the

returns to higher education capture the joint returns to university-acquired human capital,

signalling and potentially monopoly and licensing rents. This paper separates the returns to

university-acquired human capital from other sources of higher education returns.

I capitalize on a distinctive feature of Norway’s implementation of the Bologna reform.

Students who enrolled in 1999 inadvertently acquired more human capital while obtaining

identical degrees compared to their counterparts who enrolled in 2000. Since both the 1999

and 2000 enrollment cohorts began their studies before the reform was ratified, let alone

communicated, differential self-selection into enrollment cohorts can be ruled out. The 1999

cohort had already studied longer for their undergraduate degree than necessary for the new

bachelor degree when the reform was announced, resulting in this cohort accruing more more

human capital. Still, both cohorts were awarded the new degree formats - bachelor’s and

master’s - so that students from both cohorts do not differ in the distribution of degree types.

I estimate the economic returns of university-acquired human capital by examining the

earnings differential between the 1999 student cohort and the 2000 cohort, and then com-

paring this with the differential between the 2001 cohort and the 2002 cohort. The 2001 and

2002 cohort learned early in their studies about the Bologna reform so that neither cohort

received unplanned extra study credits like the 1999 cohort. Using a quasi difference-in-

difference design, I differentiate the returns attributed to extended study specific to the

1999 cohort as opposed to the 2000 cohort from the benefits of earlier enrollment, which

are common to both the 1999 and 2001 cohorts when compared to their subsequent peers.

Spending more time in higher education without receiving a degree results in at least as

high earnings as graduating earlier and collecting more experience. In observational data,

spending longer at university for a given degree is associated with a substantial, significant,

and lasting wage penalty. When employers observe students that studied longer because of

the reform without earning higher-level degrees, they do not penalize this, but if anything,

these students earn more. In the medium run, earnings for students exposed to the reform

and staying longer at university are not significantly different from students that were not

exposed. In the long run, students with additional education climb 1.5 percentile ranks in
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the earnings distribution, indicating substantial returns. I show that the time dynamics and

effect sizes are comparable across different specifications.

My baseline estimates lack the precision to distinguish between moderate and large effects

of university-acquired human capital on earnings. Using a novel 3-step cross-fit test-and-

select estimator to leverage first-stage heterogeneity improves compliance and reduces stan-

dard errors by 16%. This still leaves the upper bound for an additional year of reform-induced

education at 4.6 ranks. Comparing this effect size to observational differences between sexes

and for natural science vs. social science and humanities students which stand at 5.6 and

6.7 ranks respectively, illustrates the issue.
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A Appendix

A.1 Choice of a placebo cohort pair
To identify a valid placebo, I look at students in Bologna subjects in a different cohort,

rather than non-Bologna students in the same year, since students in the professions end up

in a very different labor market segment. Focusing on students in Bologna subjects makes

it more likely that the placebo cohorts have the same time-since-enrollment-earnings profile

as the treated cohorts.

Directly adjacent cohort pairs are unsuitable, since students may otherwise belong both

to the treated and placebo group. Cohort pairs where neither cohort is the 1999 or 2000

cohort are potential candidates. This rules out the 1998-1999 and 2002-2001 cohort pairs.

To select a placebo cohort pair, it is important to know that students at different study

speed in other cohorts may still be affected by the Bologna reform. The amount of credits in

July 2003 determines whether a student will get too many study credits and thus experiences

the Bologna reform. Slow students who enroll earlier may be receive extra study credits and

still receive the new degree because they fulfill 180 credits shortly before July 2003, and quick

students who enroll later may be receive extra credits because they reach the 180 credit mark

earlier in their studies. Table A.1 below shows the expected exposure to the Bologna reform

conditional on study speed for different enrollment cohorts.

Treatment Control
Old degree & New degree & Control: New degree &

240+ study credits 180-240 study credtis 180 study credits
1997 > 40 credits/year 30-39 credits/year ≤ 30 credits/year
1998 > 48 credits/year 36-47 credits/year ≤ 36 credits/year
1999 > 60 credits/year 45-59 credits/year ≤ 45 credits/year
2000 > 80 credits/year 60-79 credits/year ≤ 60 credits/year
2001 > 120 credits/year 90-119 credits/year ≤ 90 credits/year

Table A.1: Link between study credits in July 2003 and treatment status

According to this theoretical distribution of treatment status, and keeping in mind that

study speed varies considerably, with much weight at lower study speed suggests that both

earlier cohorts as well as the 2000-2001 cohort pair may have a first stage. Testing this in

the data shows significant first stages for all pre-Bologna cohorts as well as for the 2000-2001

comparison.

In the 2001-2002 cohort pair, students in the placebo treated cohort 2001 may collect extra
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Table A.2: Placebo First stage

Human capital measure: Study time Study credits Subjects

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)

2001 cohort 0.039 0.063 0.034 0.256 0.095

(0.067) (0.074) (0.074) (2.653) (0.176)

Spring semester −0.942∗∗∗ −0.664∗∗∗ −12.208∗∗ 5.658∗∗∗

(0.122) (0.125) (4.472) (0.297)

2001 cohort*Spring semester −0.009 −0.091 1.764 −5.435∗∗∗

(0.171) (0.173) (6.164) (0.410)

Controls No No Yes Yes Yes

R2 0.002 0.016 0.060 0.085 0.051

Adj. R2 0.001 0.016 0.055 0.080 0.045

Num. obs. 7230 7230 7028 7058 7058

∗∗∗p < 0.01; ∗∗p < 0.05; ∗p < 0.1
All models are estimated on the placebo sample, the 2001 and 2002 enrollment cohort. 2001 cohort is
an indicator for enrolling in the 2001 cohort. Models 1-3 report the main first stage with study time
after pre-screening in years as the dependent variable. Model 4 and 5 report for alternative measures
of human capital, study credits after pre-screening and number of chosen subjects after pre-screening.
Flexible controls for age at enrollment, gender, natural sciences and mothers’ and father’s education
level included where indicated.

study credits if they earn at least 90 credits per year. This is an uncommonly quick progress.

Verifying this in the data, it turns out that there is no significant first stage for the 2001-2002

cohort pair. The enrollment-cohort coefficient for the 2001 cohort is insignificant and very

close to zero with 0.039 extra years for the 2001 cohort with a p-value of .58, see Table A.2

below. Alternative to the 2001-2002 cohort placebo, much earlier enrolling students, such as

the 1995-1996 cohort pair, could be considered. This has several downsides. Firstly, study

credits were only collected starting in 1998 which makes it difficult to determine a sample

with the same selection rules to identify Bologna students. Secondly, most students in much

earlier cohorts earns the old degrees, making them less similar to the treatment cohorts 1999

and 2000 where the overwhelming majority receives the new degree types. Thirdly, cohort

pairs sufficiently early to avoid treatment for slow students are further apart in time from

the treated cohort pair, making the 2001-2002 cohort pair more attractive.

Cohort pairs even further into the future than the 2001-2002 start after the Bologna

reform is announced, leading potentially to different types of students enrolling in Bologna

subjects and introducing the added difference of Bologna-curricula being introduced from

2003 onward.

To capture the year advantage of enrolling earlier accurately, the two cohorts in the
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placebo cohort pair should not differ relative to each other. Table A.3 below reports balancing

on the same observable characteristics used to assess the 1999/2000 cohort.

2002 cohort 2001 cohort

Variable Mean SD Mean SD p.value

Female 0.64 0.48 0.63 0.48 0.21

Mothers’ education 4.58 1.73 4.63 1.73 0.25

Fathers’ education 4.89 4.95 4.89 4.95 0.11

Age at enrollment 21.16 4.66 21.27 5.2 0.31

Nr of siblings 2.2 0.9 2.15 0.87 0.01

Natural science student 0.11 0.32 0.13 0.34 0.01

Spring semester 0.18 0.38 0.19 0.39 0.28

N 4281 4004

Table A.3: Balancing on observables for the placebo cohort pair

Most notably, both enrollment cohorts are larger. I select the 2001 and 2002 cohorts using

the same selection rules: Enrolling at a university in that year, being enrolled in both pre-

screening years, not taking a professional degree in the first five semesters and collecting at

least one point. For the 2001 and 2002 cohort part of their screening time is close to and after

the Bologna reform. The Bologna reform imposed stricter rules on reporting for faculties. As

the data quality improves, data on where students actually enroll and whether they take any

study credits have fewer missing values. For this reason, there are generally more students in

the placebo cohorts. Although most observable characteristics are balanced across cohorts

and some p-values may be significant without any underlying differences when testing many

variables, balancing overall looks slightly worse. One reason for concern may be that a

slightly larger fraction of students in the 2001 cohort (13%) studies in the natural sciences

compared to the 2002 cohort (11%). Since I measure the year advantage of enrolling one year

earlier and the 2001 cohort has more natural science students in addition to enrolling earlier,

the earnings advantage of the 2001 cohort may be overestimated. This makes the estimate

more conservative in terms of returns to university-acquired human capital. Regressing

cohort on all balancing variables gives an F statistic of 1.23.

A.2 Convergence to earnings potential in the literature
Individuals’ earnings tend to stabilize fairly late in life, especially for college graduates.

Previous studies find the 30s to late 40s most predictive of lifetime earnings in the US
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(Haider and Solon, 2006), including both college and non-college workers. Baker and Solon

(2003) find the lowest variance around age 45 for Canadian men while Björklund (1993)

conclude that earnings are not informative about lifetime earnings before age 30 in Sweden.

In Norwegian data, Bhuller et al. (2017) document that earnings profiles do not even start to

flatten before age 40 for college-educated men and reach their peak at age 47. They restrict

their analysis to men because women’s’ incomes tend to take even longer to become predictive

of lifetime earnings. Nilsen et al. (2012) find that mens’ earnings take longer time to converge

to their earnings potential for each subsequent cohort, in line with educational expansion.

Markussen and Røed (2020) use joint parents’ income at ages 52-57 to approximate families’

earnings potential.

In 2020, the last year available in the data, students are on average 40.5 years. The birth

cohorts mapping into the 1999 and 2000 enrollment cohorts are much more recent than

the ones used in the literature above. Additionally, university enrollment cohorts consist

by definition of individuals enrolling in higher education, who take longer to reach their

earnings potential. Therefore, individuals in this particular sample should take as long or

longer to reach their long-run earnings potential compared to the studies discussed above.

Having both men and women in the sample likely delays convergence to lifetime earnings

even further, especially because the sample period ends before the fertile window ends. For

this reason, the last earnings years available are most informative about earnings potential.

A.3 Additional figures
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Spring 1999 Spring 2000

Variable Mean SD Mean SD p.value

Female 1.46 0.5 1.5 0.5 0.15

Mothers’ education 4.57 1.75 4.59 1.71 0.87

Fathers’ education 4.94 4.98 4.94 4.98 0.66

Natural science student 0.04 0.19 0.03 0.18 0.58

Age at enrollment 21.71 6.37 21.86 6.44 0.68

Nr of siblings 2.15 0.92 2.19 0.93 0.49

N 647 667

Table A.4: Balancing of observables for students starting in the spring semester
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Figure A.1: Timing of extra study time: empirical cdf across cohorts
Notes: This figure includes individuals that did not collect any study credits at all during the pre-screening
period. Study length is measured as net study time, that is, the total number of years a student spends
in higher education, irrespective of gaps. I define ended study time as not being enrolled anymore and not
enrolling again until 2020 when the data series ends. I do not condition on whether students graduate or
drop out when they stop being enrolled.
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Table A.5: Placebo diff-in-diff robustness check: Log earnings as outcome

Baseline sample Fall students only

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

Year advantage 1.258∗∗∗ 0.045 −0.021 1.296∗∗∗ 0.050 −0.018

(0.069) (0.053) (0.060) (0.071) (0.054) (0.061)

Reform cohorts −0.570∗∗∗ −0.090 −0.098 −0.586∗∗∗ −0.102 −0.118

(0.071) (0.054) (0.061) (0.074) (0.056) (0.063)

Year advantage * Reform cohorts −0.050 0.046 0.109 −0.080 0.073 0.151

(0.098) (0.073) (0.082) (0.105) (0.077) (0.087)

Baseline controls included Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Time period FEs Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Included time periods <0 10-19 15-19 <0 10-19 15-19

R2 0.303 0.031 0.041 0.298 0.031 0.038

Adj. R2 0.302 0.031 0.040 0.297 0.030 0.037

Num. obs. 56602 138607 69208 48359 118396 59127

∗∗∗p < 0.001; ∗∗p < 0.01; ∗p < 0.05; .p < 0.1

I estimate the effects on log earnings rather than ranks. Year advantage is an indicator for enrolling earlier in each cohort
pair (1999 or 2001), Reform cohorts are the enrollment cohorts 1999 and 2000. The interaction term reflects the additional
earnings advantage the 1999 cohort enjoys relative to the 2001 cohort. Models 1-3 show estimates for the full baseline sample,
models 4-6 show estimates for the sample of fall students. All regressions include flexible controls for age at enrollment, gender,
natural sciences and mothers’ and father’s education level as well as fixed effects on the relative time period. Standard errors
are clustered at the individual level.
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Figure A.2: Evidence for measurement error in study credits
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Notes: This figure displays the difference between the minimum number of study credits necessary for
obtaining the highest degree a person earns and the total recorded number of study credits. Fewer credits
than necessary indicate under-reporting in the number of study credits. If credits collected abroad can be
counted towards a degree, they are supposed to registered as study credits as well. Students not residing
in a municipality in Norway in some semesters (who likely are on exchange) are only weakly more likely
to be registered as having fewer credits than necessary. More credits result when students obtain degrees
that do not match into a prescribed educational career. A student with a bachelors in chemistry and art
history and a master in chemistry would show up as having 180 credits too many as the chemistry master
will be recorded as needing 300 credits (120 for the master and 180 for the prerequisite chemistry bachelor).
Courses that are taken out of interest, i.e. language classes, would lead to positive numbers as well. Finally,
all study credits of students dropping out are recorded as positive, since their non-acquired degree counts as
0 study credits.



Figure A.3: OLS benchmark: returns to chosen study credits
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Notes: The upper panel shows γt coefficients from estimating Equation 1, and the lower panel shows corre-
sponding γt coefficients from Equation 2. Years t range from 1997 to 2020. In Equation 2 I control flexibly
for the level of the obtained degree. Results are return to each obtained study credits, where a normed speed
student obtains 60 study credits per year. Both regressions include controls for parental education, gender,
natural science, enrolling in spring and age at enrollment. Enrollment cohorts are pooled and a dummy for
enrollment cohort is included.
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Figure A.4: Full sample robustness: Human capital and placebo returns
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Notes: I omit the interaction of enrollment cohort and spring semester in Equation 3, so that the estimated
cohort advantages are for all students rather than being estimated only for fall students as in the main
specification. The plot shows the set of estimated γt coefficients from Equation 3 separately for the treatment
sample, consisting of the 1999 and 2000 cohort, and the placebo sample, consisting of the 2001 and 2002
cohort. All regressions include flexible controls for parental education, gender, natural science, enrolling in
spring and age at enrollment.
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